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STAND aims to provide opportunities for those who make 
their livelihoods within the dance and theatre sector 
to continue to practise their craft and earn an income. 
The idea is to serve all within the various linked dance 
and theatre ecosystems, such as education, creation, 
production, distribution, consumption, and archiving. 
This includes creative practitioners (actors, dancers, 
directors, writers, choreographers, designers, etc.), as well 
as administrators, educators, technical crew, publicists, 
archivists, researchers, and the like. It was launched on 
1 September 2020 in response to the appalling toll that 
Covid-19 took on the creative sector.

STAND is driven by a Steering Committee, comprising 
Gregory Maqoma (Chairperson), Yvette Hardie (Deputy 
Chairperson), Musa Hlatshwayo, Saartjie Botha, Ismail 
Mahomed, Mike van Graan, Jean Meiring, Lakin Morgan-
Baaitjies, Mxolisi Masilela and Lesego van Niekerk. Tammy 
Ballantyne is the Coordinator for STAND and Uvile Ximba, 
the Social Media Officer. Unathi Malunga, Ricardo Peach, 
Debbie Turner, Sbonakaliso Ndaba and Nasiphi Mkiva all 
contributed in the early stages of STAND.

Some of STAND’s projects have included choreographic 
mentorships, writing and acting opportunities, developing 
a vision for dance and theatre for advocacy purposes, 
providing opportunities for upskilling, financial and mental 
wellness projects, nurturing female stand-up comics and 
supporting leadership training, peer-to-peer learning and 
mentorship of a younger generation of leadership.

STAND hosted the Take-a-STAND Dialogues in 
partnership with Toyota US Woordfees. It has held webinars 
on a range of issues including the debacles over NAC 
funding, and the role of arts festivals, and has focused 
on such areas as leadership, governance, cultural policy, 
critical thinking, and fundraising. It hosted the STAND 
Together Summit in September 2021 which brought 
together role players from across the country to discuss 
the way forward in terms of theatre and dance. It has given 
birth to three representative bodies, the Theatre and Dance 

Alliance (TADA), the South African Dance Alliance (SADA) 
and the Community Arts Centres Network of the Western 
Cape. It helped to launch the South African Charter for 
the Rights of Artists (link to the charter here), and it has 
contributed to the Breathing New Vision into Theatre and 
Dance: A National Theatre and Dance Policy.

Click here to view the Breathing New Vision  
into Theatre and Dance: A National Theatre  

and Dance Policy 

STAND’s initial funds came from individual patrons, Board 
members and supporters within the sector who pledged 
R10 000; this has been supplemented by funding from 
entities such as Business and Arts South Africa (BASA), 
as well as funding from international agencies such as 
the Royal Netherlands Embassy. In addition, subscribers 
pledge small amounts on an ongoing basis to support 
STAND’s sustainability. 

STAND has been contracted by the Department of Sport, 
Arts and Culture (DSAC) to implement the Western Cape 
Community Arts Centre Strategy 2021-2025, as developed 
with and agreed to by the Western Cape Department of 
Cultural Affairs and Sport (DCAS).

The four-year plan for the community centres in  
the province includes the following elements:
»  Infrastructure
»  Capacity building
»  Festivals
»  Events and tours
»  Advocacy and networking
»  Information sharing
»  Beautification of community areas
»  Socially engaged plays to tour the province 
»  Community-based cultural entrepreneurs 
»  Support for community arts projects

About STAND 
Foundation
The Sustaining Theatre and Dance (STAND) Foundation is an independent, 
non-profit and public benefit entity, created by individuals within the sector to 
nurture, promote and celebrate contemporary South African dance and theatre.

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/CHARTER-OF-RIGHTS-FOR-SOUTH-AFRICAN-ARTISTS.pdf
chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/202207/draft-theatre-and-dance-policy-written-submissions.pdf
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These toolkits form part of the capacity-building and 
information-sharing elements of this plan. The toolkits 
have been developed with the input and expertise of the 
community arts centres and organisations themselves, 
as well as with engagement from a range of long-
standing experts within the field. They will also serve 
as supplementary course materials for the University of 
Stellenbosch Business School, which is running a course in 
leadership for community arts centre managers, on behalf 
of STAND.

Note: The toolkits are housed online, on 
the STAND Foundation’s website (www.

standfoundation.org.za) and on the website of ASSITEJ 
South Africa’s Theatre4Youth programme which provides 
resources for artists (www.theatre4youth.co.za/resources) 
and which coordinated the production of the toolkits as 
commissioned by STAND.

Here you will find the six toolkits, being:
»  Definitions, Environment and Roles
»  Governance, Management and Staffing
»  Financial Management
»  Fundraising and Income Generation
»  Marketing and Publicity
»  Programme and Project Management

In addition, supplementary tools, resources and examples 
relevant to the subject matter of these toolkits can also be 
downloaded and viewed for use. 

STAND Foundation regards these toolkits as living 
documents that can continually be updated and improved. 
Feel free to send your case studies, ideas, proposals for 
amendments and additions to info@standfoundation.org.za. 

STAND trusts that these toolkits will be useful to the 
community arts sector as a whole, and beyond.

ABOUT STAND FOUNDATION

http://www.standfoundation.org.za/community-arts-centre-toolkits/
http://www.standfoundation.org.za/community-arts-centre-toolkits/
https://theatre4youth.co.za/resources/
mailto:%20info%40standfoundation.org.za?subject=
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The Department of Sport, Arts and Culture’s mandate 
is driven through 10 focus areas wherein key strategic 
programmes are delivered. One of the focus areas is 
to accelerate social cohesion. Community arts and 
culture centres provide access to arts programmes and 
participation with the potential to promote interactions 
critical to facilitate social cohesion.

It was envisaged that a National Training Support 
Programme would be set up to assist in ensuring that 
facilities constructed are effectively managed and effectively 
utilised, especially by the target groups of youth and 
children. This has not yet taken place, but several initiatives 
regarding addressing issues of capacity challenges have 
taken place since 2006. However, we currently do not have 
a well-coordinated national training programme for Centre 
Managers and management teams. We are fully aware that 
effective management and programming are critical success 
factors for the sustainability of Community Arts Centres. 

There are currently training initiatives in the country to 
support the capacity building of Community Arts Centres. In 
2006, the department, in partnership with the SA-Flemish 
Bilateral Project, rolled out Arts Centres Management. We 
have a handful of accredited Community Arts Centres that 
provide arts management and administration qualifications 
to other centres and arts organisations. The department 
has supported these initiatives in the past. However, these 
training programmes are not coordinated, and it is difficult 
to measure their impact. The department participated in the 
development of the Arts Centre Manager qualification by 
CATHSSETA in 2022, and our ongoing involvement will be 
formalised after the qualification is ready for implementation. 

The following challenges will be addressed through  
this qualification:
»  Governance
»  Strategic planning
»  Proposal writing
»  Advocacy
»  Marketing and publicity
»  Administrative systems
»  Programming
»  Project management
»  Facility management and policies
»  Human resources management and policies.

The department has since 2019 adopted a new strategic 
model and lobbied provinces around one common vision 
for the development of Community Arts Centres, which is 
for a community responsive, that is municipally valued and 
sectorally informed, professionally managed, imaginatively 
programmed, digitally connected, securely funded, 
internationally recognised and provincially organised 
Community Arts Centres.

Provincial Community Arts Development Programmes 
is a programme that supports provinces to develop 
and implement their own community arts development 
programmes that position and organise the community arts 
sector to support the overarching government objectives of 
access and participation in the arts by all South Africans.

Community arts centre programmes provide 
communities, art organisations and individuals with 
opportunities to participate in artistic, craft and cultural 
activities and receive training for the purpose of education, 
recreation, cultural development and enrichment, and 
income generation.

Capacity building and training is one of the five key 
deliverables of the new strategic focus (intended to 
develop skills of artists, management of centres, and 
ensure that the programmes and centres are  
professionally managed).

The department is proud of the outcomes of the 
Western Cape Community Arts Development Programme’s 
Capacity Building programme, which has resulted in the 
development of six toolkits for Community Arts Centres 
and Arts organisations. We acknowledge the work that 
was done in collaboration with STAND Foundation. We are 
happy that we are already producing training documents 
and guides to assist in building centres that will be run and 
managed professionally. We will continue to support the 
rollout of the programme as part of the provincial plans and 
assess its impact on the functioning of CACs. It is a work 
in progress, and we hope to maintain the momentum of 
training centre managers, developing arts organisations 
and building the capacity of the sector.

Dr Cynthia Stella Khumalo
DEPUTY DIRECTOR GENERAL:  
ARTS AND CULTURE DEVELOPMENT  
AND PROMOTION

Foreword
DSAC’s Vision for Community Arts Centres
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FOREWORD

Participation in recreation, arts, culture, and sports must  
be part of who we are and must be for all of us, and not  
only for those that have chosen to take this up as a career. 
It is a fundamental part of creating a healthy nation, 
community cohesion, opening opportunities and creating 
alternate futures. 

The work that we do with our ecosystem of partners does 
not exist in a vacuum. It takes place in our communities in 
places such as Community Arts Centres, with participants 
of all ages and demographics representing many 
intersecting stories, some good  
and some tragic.

Community Arts Centres continue to be places 
for primary access to arts participation, training, and 
celebration for communities. This fundamental role of 
Community Arts Centres has become more important 
over the years, given the high levels of violence in our 
society resulting in the prevalence of post-traumatic stress 
disorder, depression, substance abuse and other mental 
health challenges, particularly in young people. Through 
Community Arts Centres, we can focus on providing youth 
with meaningful platforms to find and unlock their passions, 
which is key to reducing risk-taking behaviour.

In order to harness the diversity of views and 
interventions and to bring much-needed efficiencies and 
collaboration in the sector, DCAS has adopted a ‘managed 
network’ institutional model, which consists of partner 
organisations, institutions and bodies with whom DCAS 
has (or should have) formal agreements that contribute 
towards delivering on DCAS’s mandate. The managed 
network relationships are focused on outputs (not 
organisations) – including strategic plans and joint agenda 
setting – involving direction and leadership from DCAS and 
formalised by way of agreements. 

The managed network includes broader knowledge 
networks and communities of practice in which DCAS leads 
and/or in which DCAS plays a highly influential role and 
contributes directly to the delivery of DCAS’s mandate. 
The purpose of the managed network is to allow DCAS 
to achieve its strategic goals and objectives, not through 
undertaking all the necessary functions in-house, but rather 
through developing a set of structured relationships with  
a range of strategic partners in the public, private and  
NGO sectors. 

The Community Arts Centres form a key component 
of this network whose aim is to encourage greater 
efficiency in mobilising the creative economy using 
scarce fiscal resources, to improve sharing of information 
and knowledge, and to harness South Africa’s cultural 
diversity capacity towards the objectives of the National 
Development Plan, the Medium-term Strategic Framework, 
the Provincial Strategic Plan and the Recovery Plan.

These toolkits, which form part of the WCG Community 
Arts Centres Plan, place governance, marketing, 
production, and programming skills in the hands of centre 
managers and arts organisations and, by so doing, play a 
central role in building capacity and ensuring much-needed 
sustainability in the community arts ecosystem. These are 
skills that will not only enable them to maintain the arts 
centres and organisations but also maintain sustainable 
livelihoods. 

DCAS is committed to supporting this sector to innovate, 
collaborate and evolve to sustain the excellence of their 
work and to make a wider contribution to the nation’s 
wellbeing and prosperity.

DCAS is grateful to the Department of Sport, Arts 
and Culture and the STAND Foundation for their role in 
facilitating this important work.

Guy Redman
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:
CULTURAL AFFAIRS  
AND SPORT

Community Arts Centres Toolkit for Community Arts Managers
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1. Introduction to Sustainability
1.1 What is sustainability?

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY1

When we think “sustainability”, often the first thing to spring 
to mind is financial sustainability: can we continue to pay 
our bills? Can we survive financially? 

However, sustainability is about far more than just having 
the money to make things happen. It means having the 
ability to maintain or support a process over time. 

To be sustainable, we need to ensure that we look after 

“people, planet and profits”. While this is widely agreed 
upon, UNESCO has developed five pillars of sustainable 
development by adding two more key elements, “peace” 
and “partnership”. 

From these five elements, they then derived the 17 inter-
related Sustainable Development Goals.

Sustainable 
Development

People

Peace

Prosperity

Partnership

Planet
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Task

»  Who are the people involved? How are you looking  
after them? How are you attracting more people to  
your work? What motivates them to work with you?

»  What is the state of prosperity of your organisation? 
(Note: the term ‘prosperity’ is perhaps a  
better one to use than profits, since most 

Community Arts Centres are non-profit organisations.)  
How are you looking after your money and accounting 
for expenditure? How are you growing your prosperity 
over time? Do you have cash reserves?

»  How does your organisation think about its 
environmental impact and its role in ensuring that 
the planet is looked after? How are you growing your 
commitment to solving issues linked to the climate 
change crisis and energy crisis, etc?

Look at these five pillars of sustainable development and consider your organisation in 
terms of each of them. 

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY 1

»  How does your organisation contribute to the peace 
of your community? How does it contribute to social 
cohesion? It is very difficult to be sustainable in an 
environment full of tension and conflict.

»  What partnerships does your organisation have that 
help it to be sustainable? This will include your funders, 
your collaborators and also your beneficiaries and 
audiences. How do you involve them in decision-
making?

»  What have you learnt about your organisation’s 
sustainability?

 To understand what might impact on our sustainability, we 
need to analyse both the external and internal environment 
in which we are operating. 
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1.2 Analyse the External Environment through PESTLE

Task

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY1

Political factors
Think about the local community, provincial, 
national, regional and global issues and 

events that are happening, or are about to happen, that 
may impact on your work. These could include: a national 
development strategy that you can align with, the way 
funding is being organised, issues around human rights and 
freedom of expression, arts and culture policies, policies 
relating to international relations or political unrest on 
the local or national level. For example, a new education 
policy allows for the arts to be linked more directly to the 
curriculum, or a funder, such as the National Lotteries, is 
compromised and funding is frozen from this particular 
quarter. Some of these political factors could be seen as a 
“threat”, while others may present an “opportunity”.

Brainstorm the PESTLE tool below, as 
a collective. Include as diverse a group 
as possible in order to ensure that you 
share valuable knowledge and varied 
opinions. Use this as an opportunity to 
reach agreement as an organisation 
about the major factors that should 
be taken into account when making 
decisions about the future. Write up as 
much relevant information as possible 
under each factor. 

Analyse the issues. Are there some 
factors that are more important or 
urgent than others? Write up your 
analysis so that you can draw on it for 
planning and when writing proposals. 
Decide on actions to be taken coming 
out of your PESTLE analysis. Also 
consider what trends may need to be 
monitored for future action. 

Repeat: Perform a PESTLE analysis on 
an annual basis to ensure that you are 
keeping current with your environment. 
Note that sometimes the pace of 
change may require a fresh analysis to 
be done more regularly (for example, 
Covid-19 impacted hugely on the way 
community arts organisations had to 
operate).

PESTLE – Political, Economic, Socio-cultural, Technological, Legal and Environmental – factors are always at 
play. These all impact on the external environment in which an organisation operates. Think about each in turn in 
relation to your organisation.

Economic factors
Think about what is happening economically 
on the local community, provincial, national, 

regional, and global scale. These might include cost-of-
living increases, rate of unemployment, shifts in consumer 
spending, changes to VAT or exchange rates, or changes 
in investment. For example, the need for people to become 
more food secure might drive a community arts centre 
to consider focusing on agriculture in combination with 
the arts. This might be an opportunity since it could draw 
funders from another sector with other interests.

Socio-cultural factors
Think about what the current social and 
cultural trends, practices and attitudes 
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are, again considering these from the local to the global 
level. There may be particular emerging trends such as 
an interest in a particular kind of music, or the use of a 
particular technology as a space for sharing art, or an 
interest in indigenous languages and cultures being 
foregrounded. These could be opportunities for growth or 
new artistic investigations. On the other hand, there could 
be trends that inhibit or create stress, such as a growing 
intolerance in some particular area. 

Technological factors
Technological innovations and developments 
also play an important role in sustainability. 

These factors include social media (Facebook, Instagram, 
TikTok, LinkedIn, for example), communication technology 
(capacity of smart devices to enable access to internet, 
banking, entertainment, shopping), online tools (project 
management tools, customer management systems for 
emailing, etc), new developments in technologies such as 
Artificial Intelligence, and consumer behaviour in relation to 
these technologies.

Some of these factors could be seen as threats in that 
they may distract potential consumers away from the live 
arts, but on the other hand, it is now possible to use a 
variety of inexpensive communication channels to market 
your work widely. 

Legal factors
These include legislation and potential 
and actual changes that may affect you. In 

South Africa, we still have a pending White Paper on Arts 
and Culture, which has not yet been fully implemented. 
However, it is not just legislation for the arts that affects 
people working in the creative sector. Foreign policy, 
trade policy, tax policy, policies relating to the NGO space 
or to small business development, social development 
policies and policies relating to child protection may all 
either impede or enable you to be more sustainable. The 
legislation regarding the Protection of Personal Information 
Act (POPIA) has for example affected how all South 
Africans communicate with others, and what they need 
to have in place in order to be compliant. International 
policy instruments are also important, for example, the 
UNESCO Convention on Cultural Diversity, the Sustainable 
Development Goals, the Belgrade Declaration on the Status 
of the Artist and other such policies. Try to engage with the 
policies that seem most important in your context.

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY 1

Environmental factors
Environmental and ecological factors are 
also central to building sustainability. It is 

clear that considering climate change, ethical sourcing, 
waste disposal and energy consumption is key to how you 
create and market your art. You are more likely to attract 
sponsorship and funding if you can demonstrate that 
you are taking environmental factors into consideration, 
and reducing your climate footprint, wherever practical. 
Environmental factors may also impact on how you tour or 
present work. Is your community arts centre playing a role 
in protecting the environment?

Competition
When thinking about these factors, you should also 
assess those organisations that might be considered your 
competition in the arts space.

Task
Ask the following questions:
»  Who are my competitors?
»  Are we competing for the same market? And if 

so, are our opposition/competition attracting our 
traditional audiences “over” to their side?

»  How are they marketing their art or organisation?
»  How is our art different from theirs? What is our 

“unique selling proposition”?
»  What sets our work apart from theirs?

1.3 Analyse the Internal 
Challenges to Sustainability 
Through SWOT
Now let’s turn our attention to our internal environment. The 
classic way to analyse this is to do a SWOT analysis.
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Task
INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY1

Brainstorm your organisation according to SWOT. 

This is a useful method to get an overview of what is working well, or where you are succeeding, and where you may 
be in need of improvement. It will also show you potential areas of growth, as well as the threats that might prevent the 
organisation from achieving its objectives. 

Note: A SWOT analysis can also be done on a 
programme, a product, a team, event or even an 

individual. It is important that a SWOT analysis leads to 
action. It is not just for purposes of awareness. 

If you identify a particular weakness, what can you 
do to minimise or correct it? How can you take up an 
opportunity? How can you best market or build on your 

organisation’s strengths? How can you best use your 
resources to do this?

Prioritise which areas of your SWOT analysis need the 
most attention and what actions you need to take. In this 
way you will contribute towards the survival and success  
of your organisation.

STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES

WEAKNESSES

THREATS

Helpful
To achieving the objective

Harmful
To achieving the objective
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1.4 Asset-based  
Community Development
1.4.1 What is an Asset- 
based Community 
Development Approach?
Another approach for internal analysis is to think in terms 
of asset-based community development. This is where 
organisations start from the basis that they already possess 
a number of assets that need to be identified and mobilised 
in order to drive the development process, and to improve 
sustainability. We explored some of the basis of an ABCD 
approach in the Governance toolkit.

An asset-based approach starts from the point of view of 
realising and developing strengths, unlike a deficit-based 
approach, which looks at identifying needs.  

Identified assets are then matched with those who may 
have an interest in or a need for those strengths. Each 
community has a unique set of skills and capacities that can 
be used for development. 

These can be categorised into five different areas:
»  Individuals – everyone has gifts and strengths; gifts must 

be discovered
»  Associations – informal groups with common interests
»  Institutions – professionals who are structurally 

organised
»  Place-based assets – the land, buildings, heritage, local 

history, public and green spaces
»  Connections – the exchanges between people sharing 

their gifts and assets create connections that are in 
themselves an asset to the community

DEFICIT- VS STRENGTH-BASED APPROACHES

DEFICITS/NEEDS STRENGTHS/ASSETS

Focus on what is lacking and deficient Focus on strengths and assets

Problem response Opportunity identification

Charity orientation Investment orientation

Grants to agencies Grants, investments, leverage

More services Fewer services

High emphasis on agencies Emphasis on associations

Focus on individuals Focus on communities/neighbourhoods

Maintenance Development

See people as clients See people as citizens and co-producers

‘Fix’ people Develop potential

Programmes are the answer People are the answer

Blame Shared ownership

Scarcity Abundance

Risks Courageous leadership

Top-down Inside-out

Provider-led Citizen-led

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY 1
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The idea is that everyone is able to offer something, and 
that recognising the assets of a community can lead to 
empowerment and ownership. 

These are some of the ways that strategy may shift from  
a Deficit-based to an Asset-based approach:

Deficit based Asset based

Purpose Changing community through increased 
services

Changing community through citizen 
involvement

Method Institutional reform Citizen-centred production

Accountability Leaders are professional staff, 
accountable to institutional stakeholders.

Leaders are a widening circle of 
volunteer citizens, accountable to the 
community.

Significance of assets Assets are system inputs. Asset mapping 
is data collection.

Assets are relationships to be discovered 
and connected. Asset mapping is self-
realisation and leadership development.

Production resource Money is the key resource. Falls apart 
without money.

Relationships are the key resource. Falls 
apart when money becomes the focus.

Operating challenge How do we get citizens involved? How do we channel and build on all this 
citizen participation?

System dynamic Tends to spread itself thinner over time. Tends to snowball over time.

Evaluation Success is service outcomes, measured 
mostly by institutional stakeholders.

Success is capacity, measured mostly by 
relationships.

Deficit-based Process vs Sustainable Community Development Asset-based Approach

In an asset-based approach, actions are realised 
through the local associations who drive the community 
development process and make the major decisions.  
This means that they are looking to do more together, 
and can be creative and adaptable in their approach to 
problems. Building strong relationships is at the core of 
community building.

Users of the ABCD approach lead by stepping back.  
They identify the existing associations and networks 
(whether formal or informal) within the community as 

the sources for positive energy. These associations and 
individuals will act on the things they feel strongly about. 
It is important to listen to their desires to act rather than 
imposing your own vision.

Invite, include, ask!

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY1

[TAKEN FROM TRANSFORM: INTEGRATED COMMUNITY CARE (ICC)]
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Makers Valley Partnership (MVP) is a non-profit organisation 
that supports the making and changemaking activities 
in Bezuidenhout Valley, Johannesburg. The organisation 
evolved from a loose formation of associates from the 
entrepreneurial, academic, and broad civil society sectors. 
Relationships were forged with relevant business and 
government partners, for example Victoria Yards, Nando’s, 
the City of Johannesburg, and associated organisations, 
including the Johannesburg Development Agency (JDA), 
and the Johannesburg Inner City Partnership (JICP). 

Within Makers Valley, the notion that anyone can create 
positive change, thus becoming a changemaker, is a strong 
and motivating value. The evolving model involves the co-
creation of a localised wellbeing economy, which honours 
both human and ecological development. Cooperative 
values practised within an inclusive ecosystem including 

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY 1

Case Study
Makers Valley Partnership

public, private and non-profit institutions, have resulted  
in a variety of programmes and projects.

MVP’s key purpose is to facilitate effective support for 
Makers Valley’s social and creative enterprise vision. The 
vision is that the entrepreneurial activities of the growing 
numbers of ‘makers’ in the valley produce livelihood 
opportunities, thus generating a localised form of 
sustainable creative economy. 

Makers Valley Partnership’s founding values are 
inclusivity and equal access, and the organisation 
encourages innovation, exploration and experimentation in 
various forms of artistic expression and making, including 
crafts and performance art.

Adapted from the Makers Valley website https://
www.makersvalley.org.za/changemakers 

PHOTOGRAPHS FROM WWW.MAKERSVALLEY.ORG.ZA

https://www.makersvalley.org.za/changemakers
https://www.makersvalley.org.za/changemakers
https://www.makersvalley.org.za/
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1.4.2 Resource  
Mobilisation Using ABCD
CONTRIBUTED BY ELAMANZI, 2022

Resource mobilisation is about getting the different types 
of resources needed to pursue your vision and mission 
as well as sharing the resources you have with others. 
Resources ultimately are important assets (things that add 
value to life). 

Mobilising resources creatively and independently is part 
of growing agency (capacity to act) and leverage, which 
we need when engaging other stakeholders. Encouraging 
people to participate (e.g. with ‘sweeteners’, stipends 
etc.) often doesn’t work as people start participating in 
someone else’s agenda, rather than investing in their 
own development. Once these incentives disappear 
often the motivation does too, and it becomes an effort to 
sustain a development process. Co-investments can be 
used as incentives and build leverage (bargaining power) 
for an agenda that is locally defined and where people 
themselves are co-investing (‘ownership’). 

ABCD is not yet mainstream. A needs- or problem-
based paradigm dominates the development field, media 
and government culture. There is pressure on artists 
and organisations to identify and articulate problems 
and address needs to attract funding (which is scarce 
and highly competitive) – encouraging dependency and 
poverty thinking. Facilitating ABCD is therefore a skill 
and requires conscious leaders who can ‘bridge the gap’ 
– serving community interests whilst negotiating solid 
partnerships with external agencies. 

(The following section is adapted from  
Community Connections, 2006)

What are resources?
Resources are the different assets/materials/

tools that an organisation needs in order to do what it 
intends. Resources assist organisations to do their work in 
an effective and efficient way. They are the measure of its 
growth, capacity and continued existence. 

Different types of resources
There are six main kinds of assets as  

explored in Toolkit 1 
»  Cultural assets like positive beliefs, traditions,  

cultural technologies, indigenous knowledge, heritage
»  Social assets like social networks, and relationships  

of trust and reciprocity
»  Human assets like skills, knowledge, labour and health
»  Natural assets like land, water, fertile soil, animals, 

weather patterns, slopes etc.
»  Physical assets like roads, bridges, clinics, schools, 

transport, shelter, water supply and sanitation
»  Financial assets like cash, livestock, grain stores,  

savings, pensions, cash

Mobilising resources
You may have experienced difficulty in accessing 

the resources you need. Sometimes, a few individuals 
control who gets access. In the development field 
the access is also controlled (by funders/donors and 
government agencies). Usually, it is easier for NGOs to get 
resources than CBOs. Many funders/donors, for example, 
only support registered organisations. Most CBOs are not 
registered and therefore cannot qualify. It is easy to feel 
powerless when we see how difficult it is to get resources. 
We may even feel that it is too difficult to achieve our goal 
and eventually give up.

BECOME CREATIVE!
It is important, especially today where there is 

competition and bureaucracy, for organisations to  
‘think outside the box’ when mobilising resources.
 

Resourcing strategy
A resourcing strategy can be useful as a 

roadmap to guide the organisation on how it intends to 
access resources. The way you can develop a resourcing 
strategy is not different from developing an organisational 
strategy. In fact, you should make it a part of your overall 
organisational strategy. 

A resourcing strategy should look at all types of 
resources (financial, technical, human, material and time). 
Below are the guiding questions that assist you to 
develop a resourcing strategy:
»  WHAT resources do we have? (see asset mapping, page 17)
»  WHAT resources are required or needed?
»  HOW can we mobilise resources?

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY1

1

2

3

4

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-001_Definitions.pdf
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»  WHEN does it need to be done?
»  WHO will be responsible?
»  WHO else can be involved?

Do not forget about your principles and values when 
you develop a resourcing strategy. These should guide 
you. We sometimes ignore the resources in our local 
environment – ideas, skills and energies people have, local 
facilities, potential partners and possible sponsors. Many 
organisations have started with little or no funds and have 
survived because of the creativity and innovation of people 
within a community.

Creative resourcing 
» Recruiting available people, students, volunteers 

  and interns as human resources if you cannot afford to 
pay salaries

»  Networking and sharing resources through strategic 
partnerships

»  Generating financial resources through income 
generation activities like shows, campaigns, membership 
fees, alternative currencies, etc.

»  Upgrading skills and knowledge through learning 
exchanges, reading and attending/applying training

»  Accessing infrastructure and office space by partnering 
with schools, churches, community centres, NGOs

»  Promoting collaborative actions with others
»  Mobilising community assets

Things to be careful of:
»  Unclear procedures and a lack of working agreements 

can easily lead to abuse and exploitation between 
partners;

»  Organisations may have hidden agendas, which are not 
always clear and easy to understand;

»  Organisations may use the partnership to further their 
own purposes without offering real benefits;

»  Distribution of resources may be unfair, e.g. less money 
may be available for programmes as more goes to 
administration;

»  Partners may have completely different viewpoints about 
the project. This may create conflict;

»  There must be systems for communication, accountability 
and ways of dealing with conflict;

»  Power imbalances and intimidation may occur,  
leading to unequal partnerships.

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY 1

Tips
»  Organise workshops with partners to 

ensure that you share common views and 
understanding

»  Have regular meetings with partners with 
a clear agenda, meeting procedure and 
portfolios (e.g. decide on a chairperson, 
who will represent the organisation, what 
they will say, etc.)

»  Develop clear programmes and budgets 
and ask for transparency

»  Develop clear working agreements 
(contract/terms of reference)

»  Monitor working agreements and raise 
any concerns immediately

5

Asset inventory

Human  
assets

Social  
assets

Physical/
material assets

Natural  
assets

Financial  
assets

Download the Asset Inventory 
document here 

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-004_Asset-Inventory.docx
https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-004_Asset-Inventory.docx
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1.5 The Financial Dimension 
of Sustainability
It is important that financial sustainability is looked  
at holistically. 

To be financially sustainable means to have the  
resources necessary to run the programmes that allow  
you to fulfil your mission as an organisation. If you have 
done a good analysis of your assets, you will realise that 
you have a number of resources to use. These resources 
may include volunteers, advisers, in-kind support, shared 
resources with other organisations, free online tools, skills 
and experience, community-knowledge, as well as the 
money which is earned or raised through income, fees, 
donations, and grants. 

In order to assess whether or not you are financially 
sustainable, you will need to determine your current rate of 
expenditure, create a minimum and maximum budget, and 
then determine what resources you have available to you to 
cover these expenses. 

You may need to cut back on programmes or on 
spending in order to ensure financial sustainability, or you 
may need to find new ways of generating income in order 
to avoid shortfalls, and build cash reserves for the future.

We will go into more details about these strategies in the 
pages that follow.

Task
Read the Case Study on page 19. Consider and discuss: 
»  How sustainable do you think this community arts 

centre is?
»  What risks does this centre face, in your view?

Above: Mpumelelo Youth Movement, Kimberley
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Case Study
Mpumelelo Youth Movement, Kimberley

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY 1

Mpumelelo Youth Movement started out as just an 
idea between two unemployed youth from Bloemanda, 
Galeshewe. In the midst of a steady moral decline in our 
communities, MYM rose from an urgent need to make a 
difference, to help nation-building and to help bring about 
social cohesion. With our communities drenched in poverty, 
unemployment and substance abuse, we asked ourselves 
what it is that we could do to bring about a positive 
change. We realised that the youth were mostly affected 
by these social ills, and a lack of extra-mural activities and 
mentorship were the main contributing factors to the high 
abuse of alcohol and drugs amongst the youth.

We then went on a recruitment drive to find like-minded 
individuals who would buy into the idea we had and 
also serve on our board of directors. In 2018 after the 
completion of this recruitment process, we then registered 
MYM as an NPO. 

The next phase was to find space for our daily 
operations. We approached the local crèche, which 
had some unused containers in their yard, to request 
permission to occupy one of the containers to use as our 
office. Fortunately, they agreed and we now had a platform 
to operate our programme from and easy and convenient 
access to the community. 

Upon deciding on the direction the NPO would take, 
we did the initial administration of creating a letterhead 
and logo in order for us to appear professional when 
approaching possible donors. Next we went on a drive to 
recruit children for the afterschool homework class. Within 
the first two months of advertising our programme we had 
recruited over 60 kids signed up as members. 

Although at this early stage we had no money and 
no food to cook for our beneficiaries, we knew that the 
homework and afterschool programme was key to our 
success as an organisation. By early 2019 we had a fully 
furnished office with donations from Standard Bank and 
some government departments. We proceeded in this 
manner and solidified our programme first, because we 
understood that we needed a strong foundation before 
going out to seek funding. We did our research and realised 
that organisations similar to ours failed within a short space 

of time because they had focused on the funding instead of 
on prioritising the programme. 

In 2020, the Covid-19 pandemic hit the country and 
we were forced to close the centre. This difficult period 
resulted in us losing the momentum we had gained and late 
in 2020 when the economy was re-opening, we had to start 
the programme from scratch. This was when we decided 
to start holding a series of community dialogues called 
“Courageous Conversations”. We had several of these 
dialogues dealing with issues such as the pandemic itself 
and critical issues in society such as GBV. 

However, because we had set a solid foundation with 
our programme before Covid-19, it was only a matter of 
time before our centre was buzzing with enthusiastic young 
people, eager to be taught. We were then able to also start 
our arts programme which became highly popular with the 
beneficiaries and the community at large. 

By 2021, we received funding from the National Lottery 
and the Letsatsi Borutho Trust funded our Arts programme. 
We were able to purchase arts essentials like an overhead 
projector and screen, which meant we were able to start 
our movie days to keep the kids off the streets during 
weekends and holidays. With the lottery money we were 
able to purchase office and kitchen essentials such as 
a gas stove and cylinder, a fridge, pots and cutlery etc. 
This would ensure that the programme would be self-
sustainable even after the funding was depleted. 

In 2022 our programme is proving to be exactly as we 
had envisioned. We currently operate without any funding 
and are mostly dependent on R50 monthly fees from our 
homework class. Our growth is highlighted by the fact that 
we were able to attract and sign partnership agreements 
with two nationally recognised organisations in enke and 
ASSITEJ SA. Surely from this very solid foundation there 
can be no doubt that we are bound to grow in leaps and 
bounds as an organisation in the coming years. 
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2.1 Types of Fundraising
There are many ways of generating funds. While we will 
be focusing on approaching grant-makers and sponsors in 
this toolkit, it should be noted that there are other routes to 
achieving the same goals. Some of these are:
»  Self-funding (Many artists and arts organisations start 

off as voluntary associations where people give freely of 
their time in order to get the organisation off the ground. 
This is a form of self-funding.)

»  Raising money from family or friends (Starting from the 
people who know and trust you is always a good first 
step. If you can convince them to fund you, it may be 
easier to start to convince strangers.)

»  Community support (Engaging the immediate community 
where the organisation is based and who recognise the 
value that the organisation can bring)

»  In-kind assistance (Asking people to provide time or 
resources)

»  Creating products or events to generate income.  
(Note: There is generally a cost to the creation 
of the product or event, so these should be 

looked at carefully to ensure that they will indeed 
contribute to sustainability.)

»  Raising money through fundraising campaigns – real 
world or digital

»  Crowdfunding – a form of fundraising campaign, 
where convincing many people to give small amounts, 
usually via the internet, may result in a target being 
reached. Crowdfunding can also foster awareness of 
an organisation or project while raising funds. It can be 
innovative and relatively quick, when successful.

»  Approaching grant-makers or donors – either through 
unsolicited letters of request and personal approaches or 
through formal grant structures which generally operate 
according to the timeframes of the funder

»  Corporate sponsorship – generally through letters of 
request or personal approaches

Try to diversify your income streams and funding sources 
as much as possible, so that you are not too reliant on a 
single donor or method of attracting income. 

Donors may change their strategies from one year to the 
next, so it is important to keep a number of possibilities alive.

From Understanding the Donor World – by 
Shelagh Gastrow, an Inyathelo Pocket Guide

2.2 Generating your  
Own Income 
The term “non-profit” may make some NPOs nervous about 
earning income from activities that is greater than the true 
cost of these activities. Non-profit organisations are legally 
not allowed to make a profit that would benefit the investors, 
board, management or staff of an organisation directly. 

However, they are allowed to generate an income, if this 
money is then put back into the organisation in order to 
further its vision, mission and aims. 

This is considered a responsible use of the surplus 
income generated through various activities. It is important 
that the core beneficiaries are not in any way neglected or 
compromised by these activities.

Income generation can come in various forms. Income 
includes donations, grants, interest on investments and the 
sale of goods or services. 

Active income is income that an organisation needs to 
spend money on in order to earn (e.g. providing workshops 
at cost, creating items for sale), while passive income is 
money that an organisation receives with minimal effort 
(e.g. membership fees, rental income, interest). It is possible 
for an organisation to increase its active income by, for 
example, charging those who can afford a service, while 

2. Fundraising and Income Generation
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providing the same service for a discount or for free for the 
intended beneficiaries.

Here are some examples of how community arts 
organisations might generate income:

a. Using your assets
This may include hiring out equipment, the venue and 
other assets associated with your organisation. You may 
be able to rent out your space, or part of it. This could 
include rentals of a room for rehearsals, a storage space 
for a specific period, or of the whole space, for an event, 
or on certain days of the week; for example, churches may 
rent your space on a Sunday. There may be community 
organisations that would like to rent out your space for 
meetings or other functions. You may also rent out wall-
space for exhibitions of art – and this can also provide an 
attractive drawcard to bring people into your space. 

Some organisations provide parking space for nearby 
businesses.

Example: Vrygrond Community Development Trust 
Centre has a property consisting of two buildings 

with a number of office spaces within it. The Trust also 
owns a piece of land that has been used for the placement 
of a cellphone tower. The company who uses the land 
for the cellphone tower pays a rental for this land to the 
Trust, which provides passive income. The tenants of the 
Vrygrond Community Development Trust Centre, which 
include Jo’s School, True North, Initiad, ASSITEJ SA 
and Loxion Mobile Library, all contribute to covering the 
ongoing expenses of the building and its maintenance in 
lieu of rental. In addition, the spaces that are not utilised by 
these organisations on an ongoing basis are rented out for 
once-off events, or for workshop series, which brings in an 
irregular income. 

Sibikwa Arts Centre rents out their space for workshops, 
rehearsals, performances and events.

b. Providing services 
Your organisation is most likely already providing services 
for free to beneficiaries. It may be possible for you to 
charge for these same services to those who can afford 
to pay. These services may include access to computer 
centres, libraries, help desks, or consulting services, where 
you provide advice and information of use in other sectors. 
You may have skills to run workshops for businesses 

around presentation, communication, team-building or 
other aspects.

Example: K-CAP in KZN provides access to their 
editing suite and recording studio, and has a 

partnership with Vibe FM 94.7, a community radio station. 
KP Lesedi in Limpopo provides event management and 

sound hiring, printing solutions and graphic design, video 
shooting and editing, as well as hair salons. KP Lesedi 
also produces high-quality traditional dance and music 
performances which earn them an income.

c. Charging fees 
There may be specific things you can charge a fee for: for 
example, you design a performance for a corporate event 
(the same performance is provided to your community free of 
charge); you charge membership fees for your organisation, 
in order for people to access your space or to “sponsor” a 
performance; you charge a certain group for workshops, while 
offering the same workshops to your beneficiaries for free. 

Make sure that the fees you charge are competitive. 
This requires you to do some research on what others are 
charging for the same or similar services.

d. Entrepreneurial initiatives 
e.g. merchandising, connections to local tourism
Creating t-shirts, caps and other merchandise that reflects 
your brand may be a way of generating income. In this 
instance, it is important to make sure that you have a 
means of selling these items and that all costs of design, 
manufacture and sale are taken into consideration. If you 
have to post items to people, this has an additional cost. 
Don’t allow your entrepreneurial ideas to become a liability. 

Linking to local tourism initiatives can be a useful way to 
generate funds and also to build your networks. If you feel 
that your centre’s activities might be interesting as part of 
a local tourism venture, you could invite tour buses to stop 
at your centre, so that they can see what your organisation 
is doing. However, this also needs to be carefully managed 
to make sure that it does not interfere with your regular 
programming.

Running a café, coffee shop or restaurant can also be a 
useful way of providing training to your participants and 
beneficiaries, while also generating income for your centre. 

Running a film club at your venue may also be a way to 
bring people in and to generate some income relatively 
cheaply, while providing a community service.
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Lunchbox Theatre  
Membership Fees 

How is Lunchbox Theatre changing the world for the 
better and why should you care?
Imagine a world where natural resources are appreciated 
and conserved. Envisage a society in which health and 
happiness is honoured, children are cherished, water is 
revered, animals are adored, waste is rare and generosity 
and gratitude are genres of constant expression.

We believe this can be achieved in South Africa with the 
messages imparted through our live theatre shows.

This may sound far-fetched, however, we believe that if 
all the concepts inherent in our shows were fully embraced 
and adopted 100%, you could help us to actualise this 
paradise.

Consider…
Directly influencing the path we are taking on  
our planet because you are joining people  

of like mind who care.
Helping to restore ethics, morals and values  
into society because you are supporting the  

Young Ambassadors we are creating.
Knowing that your donation goes directly  
to shows because Lunchbox Theatre is a 

well-organised and streamlined, registered non-profit 
organisation.

Adding momentum to a valuable organisation 
that has been in existence since 2008 and helping 

it to remain sustainable, which supports job  
creation and education in a rural area.

 If you want goodwill for your organisation  
you can offset your donation through our  

tax deductible 18A Tax Exemption for donations.

You can read lots of positive stories about those who 
have or are on their way towards becoming Citizens of the 
Wonderful World of Lunchbox Theatre through our News.

At what level would you like to become involved  
in the Wonderful World of Lunchbox Theatre?

Case Studies
FUNDRAISING AND INCOME GENERATION2

Please press the DONATE button and pay via 
GivenGain or set up a debit order  

Prince Albert Community  
Trust (PACT) 
PACT opened their Hope Warriors Coffee Bar on 12 May 
2021. They have an in-house coffee barista who serves the 
community. The bar is open Mon-Fri from 08:00-12:00.

1

2

3

4

5

Monthly donations Benefit

R50 – R299 Every R10 pays for a child to 
attend a show

R300 30 children are made wiser 
by a show every month

R500 A show dedicated to you will 
be staged once a year

R1 000 A show dedicated to you will 
be staged every 6 months

R6 000
A show dedicated to your 
organisation is staged every 
month

https://www.givengain.com/d/c/4143#amount
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iThemba Labantu
For over 17 years we have been running our income-
generating projects to give talented people who are without 
work the opportunity to earn money through skilled crafts. 
In the first few years, mainly HIV-positive people from 
our community produced these colourful and wonderful 
beaded items you can find in our shop today. Nowadays all 
bead-workers work from home and deliver the finished art 
products, which are for sale at our shop. The second place 
where the beadwork is directly available is our Beadshop 
on the grounds of iThemba Labantu. The main items are 
keyrings and animals made of beads. The other big project 
next to the Beadwork is the ceramics workshop which is 
situated on our grounds as well. Since 2009, beautiful cups, 
muesli bowls, jugs, plates etc. have been produced at our 
workshop, managed by our ceramic artist Mfuneko. The 
ceramic items are very popular and well-known. These fine 
items are all hand painted with exquisite African designs. 
The pieces are sold by friends and partners in Germany. 

We always welcome orders to enable us to continue these 
important projects. Visitors are always excited about seeing 
our shop and happy to support local artists by buying cups, 
flowers and keyrings. We buy all products at a fair price from 
the artists, which supports local artists, and guarantee that 
all items in our shop are handmade by residents of Philippi.

See more here: https://ithemba-labantu.co.za/
income-generation 

Project Playground
Project Playground has a Donation Store that offers a range 
of items for people to buy along with the option to donate. 
On their website you will find the option to buy laptop 
cases, tote bags, and bracelets. 

See more here: https://www.project-playground.
org.za/donation-store 

https://ithemba-labantu.co.za/income-generation
https://ithemba-labantu.co.za/income-generation
https://www.project-playground.org.za/donation-store
https://www.project-playground.org.za/donation-store
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2.3 Creative 
Entrepreneurship
PROVIDED BY SACII, SOUTH AFRICAN CULTURAL 
INDUSTRIES INCUBATOR

One of the challenges for artists and arts organisations is 
financial sustainability. Artists are usually trained to produce 
content, but not trained to take their content to market. Yet, 
due to the nature of the creative sector, most artists end 
up having to operate as a freelancer or entrepreneur by 
default. Artists often do this without having the necessary 
tools or skills to navigate the entrepreneurial space.

Entrepreneurial thinking and approaches can assist to 
create income-generating strategies for creatives and arts 
organisations.

The creative entrepreneur
Definition:
» A creative entrepreneur is an individual who 

uses his or her own creative talents to make money. As 
a creative entrepreneur you are investing in your own 
talents or in other people’s talents.
» Often differs from a traditional entrepreneur that is 
mainly focussed on manufacturing and industrial products

John Howkins defines creative entrepreneurs as people 
who “use creativity to unlock the wealth that lies within 
themselves”. The value they create lies not in their physical 
products (if any) but in intangible assets such as their 
brand, reputation, network, and intellectual property. 
Creative entrepreneurs are good at projecting a desired 
image and creating a personal brand, both online and 
offline. They also understand the principles of intellectual 
property law and use copyrights, trademarks, patents, and 
licences to exploit the full potential of their ideas.

There is a difference between being a freelancer and 
being a creative entrepreneur. Freelancers earn a living by 
doing paid work for clients, usually charging by the hour, day, 
or project. Freelancers think in terms of ‘getting more work’. 

Creative entrepreneurs think in terms of creating 
opportunities, producing results and making profits. This 
leads them to create systems and businesses that generate 
wealth and free up their time for their next big idea.
Creative entrepreneurs are not freelancers! 

This change in thinking and approach can help you to 
unlock income-generating opportunities for your creative 
business.

What makes something art/creative?
What makes something a business?
As creatives, we can easily identify or define what makes 
something art. If we ask ourselves, what makes something 
a business, what would the answer be?
The answer is – a business model or financial model. 
Anything without a financial model is just a project. 
A financial model is simply identifying where we will make 
money from what we are doing. Where is the revenue 
generated and by which activities? The way we do this 
is to identify the following:

What is our value proposition (what value  
are we bringing, what problem are we solving, 

what need or pain are we meeting?)
Business is always a value exchange. We part with our 
money only when we get something in return that is 
valuable to us or solves a problem for us.
What do you do in your arts centre or through your artistic 
expression that brings value to others? What type of 
problems do you solve? It might be providing entertainment 
for someone’s need for entertainment… You might be 
solving an education problem. A local community music 
school articulated their value proposition as “providing 
music learning for the social and cognitive development  
of children in the community”.

What is our unique selling point? (How are  
we doing this differently to others around us 

who are solving the same problem? What makes us 
unique and different?)
Have a look at what other similar people or entities are 
doing in the same field as you are working. Make a list 
of them and what they offer. You might both offer music 
lessons for example, but what makes yours different?  
Write these things down.

Who is our market? (Who are we selling  
to, who will part with their hard-earned cash  

to pay us for the value we are bringing? Where do  
they live? How do they like to receive or consume our 
offering/product?)
A key thing to understand in creative entities is that we 
are often structured as social enterprises or businesses. 
A social enterprise values profit and social impact equally 
and strives to achieve both. The difference between a 
social enterprise and a normal enterprise is that a social 

1

2

3
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enterprise has both clients or customers, and beneficiaries. 
Our beneficiaries are the people who benefit from our 

programmes free of charge. They don’t pay to make use of 
our services. In the community music school example, the 
local children from the community who have lessons at the 
school are the beneficiaries. 

A social enterprise also has clients or customers. These 
are the people who are paying for the services. In the 
example of the music school, they realised they had to 
target clients who would pay. They identified three types of 
customer or three customer segments. These were hotels 
and venues where they could provide bands, entertainment 
services and sound hire; corporate companies where 
they could provide music-based wellness programmes 
and private schools where they could offer their music 
education programme for higher fees. All of these could 
be done by hiring in additional people to do this work who 
were paid per job, so that the music school tutors could 
focus on the community music programme.

Who are the paying customers and clients that you  
can target with your creative product or service?  
Remember – you are offering them a solution to their 
problem, pain or need…

Costing and pricing (establishing your operation 
and production costs and setting your product 

and service prices accordingly)
Once you have identified your products or services, look at 
all the costs that go into making the product or providing 
the service. Look at similar services in your area and see 
what their prices are. You need to cover your costs and 
also make some money on each product and service, and 
also make sure you benchmark your price against what is 
happening in the market for similar goods and services.
What does it cost you to run your organisation or creative 
business annually? How much money do you need to make 
in a year to not only break even, but to make profit? How 
many of your products or services would you need to sell 
to make this amount? By looking at what you need, you will 
be able to calculate your sales targets down to monthly 
targets.

Key elements of pricing
»  What does it cost me to make this/offer this service?
»  What are similar products/services going for?
»  What is my markup going to be?
»  What value am I bringing? What is it worth?

Set up a sales pipeline 
Once you know who your customer segments 

are you need to develop a strategy to sell to them. A sales 
pipeline is simply having at least five different potential 
customers you are engaging or talking to about your 
service at any given time. You need to contact a potential 
client, tell them about your offering, try to get a meeting 
with them etc. As you work with each one they will either 
become a client or not. Keep replacing the “nos” in your 
sales pipeline with new potential customers. 

You should be spending at least an hour per day on 
engaging with potential clients and looking for new leads 
as a daily discipline.

Creative activities can generate income and 
become thriving businesses if the basic business and 
entrepreneurial principles are followed. It is not always 
an easy journey to build a business, but it is definitely 
attainable and in many cases, creatives already have built-
in latent entrepreneurial capacity.

The biggest shift is to shift our mindset from running 
projects to providing value for both beneficiaries and 
clients… and knowing what our revenue model is!

4

5

For more information and in-depth courses  
on entrepreneurship for creatives and creative 
organisations contact:

The SA Creative Industries Incubator
224 Perry Street, Eersterust, 0022

Tel: 073 775 6407
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Tool
Use the document below to plot your creative business idea.

Key resources Key activities Type of  
intervention

Segments

Beneficiary

Value proposition

Partners + key 
stakeholders

Channels Customer

Cost structure Surplus Revenue

Social business model canvas

What resources will you 
need to run your activities? 
People, finance, access?

Who are the essential 
groups you will need to 
involve to deliver your 
programme? Do you 
need special access or 
permissions?

What programme and 
non-programme activities 
will your organisation be 
carrying out?

How are you reaching 
your beneficiaries and 
customers?

Who are the people or 
organisations who will 
pay to address this issue?

What do your customers 
want to get out of this 
initiative?

Who are the people or 
organisations who will pay 
to address this issue?

Break down your revenue sources by %Where do you plan to 
invest your profits?

What are your biggest expenditure areas?
How do they change as you scale up?

What is the format of 
your intervention? Is it a 
workshop? A service? A 
product?

Social value proposition

Impact measures

Customer value  
proposition

INSPIRED BY THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
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3. Understanding the Fundraising Context 

ADAPTED FROM ARTS FUNDRAISING TOOLKIT, PG 24 – ARTERIAL NETWORK, 2011

There are a number of places to go for funding within 
the South African and African context. Indeed in some 
respects, there is more funding available to the arts sector 
today than ever before. However, it should be noted 
that arts funding will be affected by the local and global 
economy as the arts are not considered ‘essential goods/
services’. When there are cut-backs in budgets, the arts are 
often among the first to be affected. This funding can be 
divided into various types, as per the diagram above:
 

3.1 Public Sector Funding
»  National government – Department of Sport, Arts and 

Culture, Department of Basic Education, Department of 
Trade and Industry (e.g. Mzansi Golden Economy funding, 

Social Employment Fund, Arts and Culture Venture 
Capital funding – largely for events);

»  Provincial government – Departments of Cultural 
Affairs and Sports in particular provinces, provincial 
Departments of Education, etc;

»  Local government – Municipalities, Metros – some 
metros and municipalities have funding policies in place 
for the arts, others do not;

»  Public funding agencies (e.g. National Arts Council, 
National Lotteries Commission, Business Arts South 
Africa).

Funds for arts  
in South Africa

Private sector 
funding

African funding 
agencies

Public sector 
funding

Crowdsourcing 
platforms

Individual  
donors

International 
funding

» National government
» Provincial government

» Local government
» Public funding agencies

» Foundations and Trusts 
linked to Corporates

» Companies

»  Private foundations

»  Embassies or  
consulates

»  EUNIC

»  International 
donors

» International 
development 

agencies

» Large-scale 
agencies

» Small-medium-
scale funders/

organisations 

» Local platforms for 
crowdfunding

» International platforms 
for crowdfunding

» Patrons 

» Philanthropists 

» Once off, 
occasional donor
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3.2 Private Sector Funding
»  Foundations and Trusts linked to Corporates – CSI 

funding (this is where a corporate will set up a foundation 
or trust to manage their corporate social investment 
professionally);

»  Companies – Sponsorships (this is where the funding 
may come through marketing and communication 
budgets, rather than CSI funding, e.g. cellphone 
companies, banks, mining houses);

»  Private foundations, linked to individuals or to families 
(see more below).

3.3 International Funding
»  Embassies or consulates – foreign embassies based 

in South Africa, active in supporting arts and culture 
activities, for example, the Royal Netherlands Embassy, 
the consulate of the Government of Flanders etc; bilateral 
agreements between countries can be used for leverage 
to gain funding for projects of common interest;

»  EUNIC – the European network of organisations 
engaging in cultural relations from all EU member 
states; the cultural agencies that make up EUNIC can be 
approached separately, or EUNIC can be approached as 
a whole in certain instances (examples of members are 
the British Council, IFAS, DutchCulture Fund, Swedish 
Institute);

»  International donors – these could be foundations or 
international organisations with a focus on areas such 
as democracy, arts and culture, education, human 
rights, sustainability etc. (examples include the Ford 
Foundation, LEGO Foundation, Kelloggs Foundation, 
DOEN Foundation, or they could be multilateral funding 
agencies, such as UNICEF, UNDP, UNESCO that provide 
funding on a regular basis);

»  International development agencies – these are typically 
government agencies that distribute development 
assistance, for example the United States Agency 
for International Development (USAID), Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) 
English: German Agency for International Cooperation, 
Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), 
Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA), Irish 
Aid, etc.

3.4 African Funding 
Agencies
»  Large-scale agencies such as the African Union, African 

Women’s Development Fund;
»  Small-medium-scale funders/organisations such as the 

African Culture Fund, Africa No Filter, Art Moves Africa 
(mobility fund).

3.5 Crowdsourcing 
Platforms
»  Local platforms for crowdfunding – BackaBuddy, 

Thundafund, Uprise.Africa;
»  International platforms for crowdfunding – GivenGain, 

Indiegogo, Mightycause, GoFundMe, Patreon (these 
platforms focus on different things – some are better for 
individuals and others for causes for social good; some 
are intended to raise start-up capital and others to fully 
fund a project).

3.6 Individual Donors 
»  Patrons – someone who pays for or commissions a work 

of art, e.g. someone asks you to create a portrait for a 
birthday party; 

»  Philanthropists – these are people who want to give to 
good causes, they are often interested in some special 
outcome or area of interest; while many give money 
directly, they may also set up foundations through which 
they work, for example, Mark Shuttleworth’s Shuttleworth 
Foundation, Patrice Motsepe’s Motsepe Foundation;

»  Once off, occasional donor – moved by a specific event 
or cause, but not generally in the business of donating  
to causes.

Go to Resources on page 61 for a list of websites 
and other resources to find funders.
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Case Study
Individual donors:  
Lunchbox Legends

Lunchbox Theatre was inspired by the original  
www.givengain.com online fundraising platform as  
a way of generating additional income. This platform 
encouraged individuals to register as ‘Activists’ and raise 
funds for a charity of their choice through crowdfunding 
sponsorship. 

In 2015 we registered with GivenGain and encouraged a 
handful of individuals to cycle the Cape Town Cycle Tour in 
aid of our organisation. These ‘activists’ became known as 
the Lunchbox Legends.

After this success we decided to take our Legends’ 
profiles inhouse and onto our own website and to use 
PayFast as the payment portal. The motivation for this was 
to draw more traffic to our site and to remove the admin 
fees of GivenGain. 

Each Legend uses their individual profile URL and 
shares it with friends and family and on their social media 
platforms to encourage sponsorship. We are then able to 
capture the contact details of everyone who donates to this 
Legend. These givers are then added to our database and 
mailing list, and kept updated on the fundraising drive and 
how their funds are being utilised by Lunchbox Theatre.

“ From 2016 to 2019 the number of 
Legends grew as did the donations. 2020 
threw a curveball at us but also opened 
the door for us to explore other ways of 
building this model. ” 

With the Cycle Tour taking on a smaller and less attractive 
format we decided to explore other routes. We developed 
the Legends Loop and made a full weekend experience  
of it for the riders.

In 2021 and again in 2022 we planned our route over 
two days. These events also include a Lunchbox Theatre 
show at a local school to showcase more of what Lunchbox 
Theatre does to give additional motivation and incentive  
for the Legends to raise funds for us. 

The benefits of this model stretch way beyond 
the immediate fundraising and into the networking 
opportunities that the Legends provide. We have a wide 
range of people who are now fully invested in our work  
and open doors for further opportunities.

As much as it takes a lot of work to set up the initial 
logistics of these platforms and events, the benefits 
are far-reaching. We generate passive income through 
others fundraising for us, we have grown our network 
opportunities through the Legends and their contacts, 
and we generate income streams that do not rely on ring-
fenced government funding grants.

https://www.givengain.com/
https://lunchbox.org.za/product-category/lunchbox-legends/
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“ Money never starts an idea. It is 
always the idea that starts the money. ”– Owen Laughlin, Oklahoma State Senator

Your fundraising strategy needs to bear in mind where you 
are now, where you want to be and how you will get there.

Where are you now?
»  You should have already done a PESTLE and a SWOT 

analysis, which will give you an idea of your organisation’s 
current context.

»  You may have done an ABCD action plan to assess  
your low-hanging fruit. 
View the ABCD section on pages 39-42 in the 
Governance, Management and Staffing toolkit 

»  Now do a stakeholder analysis. Who is interested in 
your organisation succeeding? Who are the actual and 
possible participants, beneficiaries, partners, audience 
members, collaborators, and supporters?

»  Review your aims and objectives in the light of  
your vision, mission and the above factors. Are  
they still relevant? 

Where do you want to be?
»  Look at your vision, mission, aims and objectives in terms 

of where you want to be by the end of the project, or year 

4. Developing the Fundraising 
Strategy and Plan

or five-year period. What programmes and projects do 
you need to embark on in order to realise these aims and 
objectives?  
View the Vision and Mission section on pages 43-45 in 
the Governance, Management and Staffing toolkit  
View the Dictionary of terms 

»  Are your objectives realistic and measurable?  
Are they SMART? Refer to the graphic below.

»  What will it cost to achieve these objectives?  
Draw up a budget.  
View the Budget section in  
the Finance Management toolkit 

»  What is the funding gap that you need to fill  
in order to achieve these objectives?

State what you’ll do 
specifically. Not the 

general goal.
Use action words.

Provide a way to 
evaluate.

Use clear targets. 
Consider M&E at 

the outset.

Within your scope 
and skill set. 

Weigh the cost 
of achieving the 

objective against 
the effort it will 

require.

Consider your 
organisational 
vision/mission 
and the current 

context – does the 
objective match 

with your capacities 
and focus?

Is it relevant to here 
and now?

State when you’ll 
get it done. Be 
specific about 
timeframes.

Specific Measurable Achievable Relevant Time-bound

How will you get there?
Build a team
»  Create a fundraising committee or team to support one 

another through the process. This could be a smaller 
committee from your board, a mix of board and staff,  
or a group of passionate volunteers.

»  Ask: What skills will you need to do the work? Who has the 
skills required? Some people may be great salespeople, 
others may be good at writing proposals, and others may 
be good at organising events at which you can raise money.

» See Tool on page 31 of a fundraising team.

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-002_Governance.pdf
https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-002_Governance.pdf
https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-001_Definitions.pdf
https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-005_Financial.pdf
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Tool
Fundraising team example

Person Strengths Tasks

Aviwe (Volunteer) Admin, research Research international funders online; 
fill out database spreadsheet

Bongani (Chair) Networking, making connections, 
public speaking

Attend information session of 
NAC; visit Lottery offices, organise 
introduction to ABC organisation

Tshepo (Director) Writing, communication Write draft proposal for NAC

Okuhle (Board member) Admin, writing Read and edit draft proposal, give 
feedback

Lesego (Volunteer) People person, connected Sell raffle tickets for the campaign

Research
»  Analyse potential types of fundraising and income 

generation – which are most appropriate for the present 
situation? Which could be strategies for the future? What 
can be found in-kind or through collaboration? What 
exactly needs to be funded and how much would it cost?

»  Look at your current funders: Who do you need to retain? 
Who do you need to bring onboard?

»  Research your funding landscape and identify new 
potential funders. 

Tip
Organisations such as Sangonet, 
FundsforNGOs.org, Inyathelo and the 
Greater Good SA can be helpful as they 
regularly provide updates on opportunities 
for funding, and provide links to the 
relevant resources. 

»  Subscribe to relevant newsletters and visit websites  
that offer clues to potential and actual funders. Access 
donor directories – some are free and some you will  
need to pay for. 

»  See the list of fundraising websites on page 61.
»  When you visit other projects similar to your own, see 

who is funding these. Keep programmes or annual 
reports of organisations with logos of funders on them. 
Take notes on what is being funded and see whether you 
are able to approach the same funders. Ask your strategic 
partners to make introductions to new potential donors. 

»  Network in places where you can learn more about 
funders and meet people who may be able to help your 
organisation. Attend forums where donors are likely  
to be in attendance.

»  Research each of the funding opportunities available  
so that you are clear about what would be required, if  
you were to approach them. What compliance documents 
will you need? Do you have these in place?

»  Decide which donors are high potential and which are  
low potential. Focus your time on the high-potential 
donors first. 
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Tip
Remember, this is a continuous process. Keep records of your research, as well as what you have done, who 
you asked for what, when and what their response was. This funding database will grow over time. Keep 
copies of all correspondence and make sure that you refer back to the database in the future so as not to 
waste time researching opportunities that are not right for your organisation. 

Tool
Example of collecting information for a fundraising database

Name of funder

Website

Primary contact i.e. name, phone, email

Purpose of funder and programme areas

Interests/key words – do these match your objectives?

Timeframes – when do they fund? How long do grants run 
for? Is this a possible annual donation/grant or would it be 
most likely a once-off?

Geography – where do they fund? 

Grant size – how much do they fund? What is maximum and 
minimum ask allowed? Do they require matching funding?

Relevant previous grants – what similar funds have they 
given in your country? What are their trends (artistic 
excellence? Social good? Contribution to own agenda?)

Application information e.g. Application form? Guidelines? 
Supporting documentation? Do they provide clear indicators 
of success? Do they require detailed budget line reporting 
and extensive M&E?

Funding restrictions – list those elements that would impact 
on you; are you eligible?

Opportunities i.e. do you think you can apply? What would 
you need in order to do so? For what programme/project?

Previous funding notes i.e. have they funded you before? 
Did you try and get a rejection letter? When? Did they give 
feedback?

DEVELOPING THE FUNDRAISING STRATEGY AND PLAN4

Download the Collecting Information for a 
Fundraising Database document here 

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-004_Collecting-information-for-a-fundraising-database.docx
https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-004_Collecting-information-for-a-fundraising-database.docx
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Vision, mission, 
aims, objectives Needs Resources

Key questions: 
who, what, 

where, when, 
how much, at 

what risk

Skills and actions 
needed to 
fundraise

Review and 
adjust

Do the stated 
objectives meet 

the aims? 
How do the 

objectives of the 
project link back 

to our overall 
vision, mission 

and aims?

External 
environment: 

PESTLE
Internal 

environment: 
SWOT 

ABCD action plan 
What are our 

current strengths 
and weaknesses 

and how can 
these be 

managed? What 
needs exist in 

the world of the 
organisation that 

must be met? 
What are our 
strengths and 
resources and 

what do we want 
to do more of?

How will the arts 
organisation meet 

these needs?
What resources 

do we have?
What resources 

are needed?
What do we need 
in the way of gifts, 
donations, in-kind 
grants, corporate 

special events, 
etc.?

Who will 
fundraise? 

Who will be 
approached?

What fundraising 
activities?
Where will 
we focus? 

(community, 
local, national, 
international)

When will we do 
this? 

How much will 
we ask for from 

each?
What will we 

do if we are not 
successful?

What skills do we 
need to develop 
in order to take 

appropriate 
action? Where 

can we get these 
skills?

What is the 
sequence of 

actions we need 
to take?

What are our 
timeframes?

By when will we 
need to review 

our success and if 
necessary, adjust 

our plan?

Tool
Example of a fundraising plan
ADAPTED FROM PG 94 OF THE ARTERIAL NETWORK, ARTS FUNDRAISING TOOLKIT

DEVELOPING THE FUNDRAISING STRATEGY AND PLAN 4

Strategise
Once you have identified potential funders to  
approach, consider:
»  What are the timeframes for the strategy? When are 

funding deadlines due? Keep a track on when you have 
sent out submissions and when you are likely to hear 
about outcomes.

»  What resources can you use to fundraise? Develop a 
resource pack around fundraising, including templates, 
previous proposals, examples of other people’s 
proposals, if you can etc.

»  What skills do you need to develop? Fundraisers must 
network, research, write well, prepare budgets, motivate 
and do advocacy, organise events, keep records, review 
the strategy, monitor the strategy, monitor and evaluate 

the projects, report to funders, keep funders engaged. 
What are your strengths and weaknesses as an individual 
or as a team?

»  How and when will you review your success and adapt or 
change your strategy?

»  Plan an exit strategy for a funder, and for your 
organisation. What happens when the three-year funding 
comes to an end?

»  Consider risks: what will you do if you are unsuccessful? Or 
if funding takes longer to come than you expected? What 
will you continue to do? What will you cut? Could you apply 
for a loan, or do you have reserves you could use? Would 
you need to cut salaries, and have everyone volunteer for 
a period? Have a plan for different scenarios. Have some 
short-term fundraising strategies (e.g. crowdfunding, raffles) 
at hand in case you need to raise funds quickly.

Download the Fundraising Plan  
document here 

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-004_Fundraising-plan.docx
https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-004_Fundraising-plan.docx
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Top tips for the fundraiser
ADAPTED FROM PG 99 OF THE ARTERIAL NETWORK, ARTS FUNDRAISING TOOLKIT

Look professional 
and act 

professionally.

Identify people 
who can 

contribute to 
your cause by 
volunteering, 

providing 
sponsorships  

and such.

Speak with 
enthusiasm, 

excitement and 
conviction for 
your cause, or 

ask someone who 
can. If you seem 

disinterested, 
the donor will be 

disinterested.

Develop a 
strategy. Identify 
possible donors 

and prepare your 
approach.

Do not ask for a 
gift; offer them 
an investment 
opportunity. 

Convince them 
why they need to 

support the  
cause, rather than 

beg for money.

Diversify! Do 
not put all your 

eggs in one 
basket. Approach 

many donors 
for different 

donations like 
materials and/
or equipment, 
not only cash 

donations.

Network, network, 
network!! Attend 
events, speak to 
everybody, and 

make friends 
and connections. 
Fundraising often 

starts with who  
you know.

Pay attention to 
calls for funding 

in the newspapers 
and other media.

See everyone as 
a donor. Donors 
are not only big 
companies with 
lots of money.

Look and listen. 
Look for donors 

and listen to 
their needs and 

concerns.

Stay educated in 
the development 

sector by accessing 
information 

from established 
organisations, 

reading relevant 
publications 

(including free 
material online) and 

gaining access to 
free government 

documents.

DEVELOPING THE FUNDRAISING STRATEGY AND PLAN4
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Source: Donor Directory for Development: a result for the non-profit 
sector in Cape Town, 3rd edition, City of Cape Town

5. Who are the Donors?

WHO ARE THE DONORS? 5

5.1 Building Relationships  
with Donors
Donors are an essential part of an organisation and are not 
separate to its activities. It is vital that individual donors 
feel part of the organisation they are assisting. This means 
finding ways to communicate with them, acknowledge them 
and involve them. 

Cultivating donors is about building relationships. 
Like our other relationships, these need identification 

(researching and finding the appropriate people/
organisations), opportunity (to meet and connect – 
networking is key), increasing awareness (building a sense 
of connection over time through general communication 
and public profiling of your organisation), nurturing 
(relationships take time, good communication and 
feedback), solicitation (the actual ask or appeal for funding), 
building trust (do what you say you are going to do, by 
the due date, and deliver, or over-deliver if possible) and 
showing gratitude (remember to thank your donors and to 
acknowledge them in ways they are comfortable with). 

When all of these elements are in place, we will inspire 
donors to give again. 

This means that there is good stewardship of donor 
relationships.

Remember that, as Shelagh Gastrow says:

“ Donors are always people who  
give funds to an organisation because 
they believe in its cause to such an  
extent that they are willing to put  
their own money into it. ” 
– From Understanding the Donor World – by Shelagh 
Gastrow, an Inyathelo Pocket Guide

What do funders look for in you/  
your organisation?
»  Sound leadership
»  Excellent reputation/track record
»  Outcomes are realised
»  Good planning
»  Realistic budgets
»  Clear proposals
»  Good M&E and reporting
»  Leveraging partnerships
»  Leveraging benefits

Can you think of any other reasons for them  
to fund you?

“ It is critical that non-profit 
organisations see themselves not  
as recipients of charity, but as 
organisations that play a critical  
role in providing services, advocating 
change, contributing to policy and 
championing causes. ” 
– Shelagh Gastrow
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What the funder requires from your organisation 

WHO ARE THE DONORS?5

ADAPTED FROM PG 41, ARTS FUNDRAISING TOOLKIT

Governance: Do 
you have a responsible 
board? Do you have their 
support? Do you have 
documentation providing 
your experience? Are you 
legally compliant? Do 
you report on the state 
of your organisation and 
its finances regularly 
and accurately? Do you 
have the support of 
the community, which 
you serve? Have you 
completed successful 
projects before?

Staffing and 
infrastructure: 
Do you have a working 
telephone? Do you have 
stable office premises? 
Do you have an email 
address and internet 
access? Does your 
organisation have the 
people to run a project 
of this scale? Do you 
have transportation if the 
project requires it?

Skills: Do you have 
staff with experience 
in the project area? 
Do you have staff with 
experience in managing 
similar projects? Do 
your staff have project 
management skills? 
Do you have financial 
management skills in your 
staff? Have any of your 
staff worked with donor 
funds before?

Financial 
systems: Do you 
have a current bank 
account? Do you have 
a monthly financial 
reporting system? Do 
you have accounting 
systems in place? Do you 
have financial controls in 
place? Do you effectively 
manage risks? Do you 
have a professional 
part-time or full-time 
staff member involved in 
financial management?

IMAGE BY 
STORYSET 
ON FREEPIK
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Why will funders give to you?
»  There is a trusting relationship
»  There is a partnership or collaboration
»  They desire to give something of value back to society
»  For recognition and prestige
»  To promote a positive image of their own organisation/ 

city/country
»  To promote their interests
»  For publicity
»  To avoid paying tax (if you are registered as a  

Section 18A, you can provide tax benefits for donors)  
See Toolkit: Governance 

»  To stimulate sales or customer retention
»  To improve the economy or to provide employment
»  In order to exchange, for example, to use some of your 

skills or resources (example, your space)

“ In good times and bad, we know that 
people give because you meet needs, not 
because you have needs… ” 
– Kay Grace, www.fasttrackfundraising.com 
 

Why do corporates fund the arts?
If you are applying to a corporate, there may be additional 
things to consider.

»  Triple bottom line reporting or sustainable development 
(People, Profits/Prosperity, Planet) 

 

»  Relationship marketing – alignment of purpose or  
of quality

»  Reputation building – soft or subtle diplomacy to  
build reputation through association with the arts

»  Return on investment – this means seeing real, 
measurable results from any sponsorship given

Corporates need to measure and assess the impact of  
their sponsorship. They need to be able to articulate  
the added value that the sponsorship or partnership  
is bringing. This value may include:
»  Direct access to target markets – growth in sales  

figures or number of enquiries or hits on website
»  Name/brand awareness
»  Corporate hospitality packages for clients
»  Community links – growing awareness in specific 

groupings, new contacts and networks
»  Staff relations – staff have an opportunity to engage with 

the organisation and/or its activities through volunteering 
or some other mechanism, and thereby reap benefits

»  PR opportunities – e.g. press and media coverage
»  Enjoyment – increased employee morale and cohesion
»  Build brand values and bring emotion to a brand –  

a good sponsorship connection can shift perceptions
»  Differentiation from the competition – stand out from  

the crowd
»  Association with excellence

SustainabilityProfit
Economic  
Prosperity

People
Social  
Equity

Planet
Environmental 
Responsibility

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-002_Governance.pdf
https://www.fasttrackfundraising.com/
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5.2 Finding Donors
Adapted from Inyathelo, Attracting Support Kit 
for NGOs www.inyathelo.org.za and The Art of 

Giving: Fundraising for the Arts Toolkit 

Do your research
Check that the individual, company, or 
foundation shares common values with 

your organisation. Have they visited your projects, met 
a board member, or donated in the past? Many donors’ 
circumstances have changed. If a company is laying off 
staff, it is unlikely to have funds.

Build a relationship
Donors give money to organisations they 
know and like. If someone is already aware 

of your organisation and has confidence in it, they are far 
more likely to support it.

Set up a meeting
Ensure you can provide plenty of information 
on your NPO and its programmes, and the 

project you require funds for. Allow time for the potential 
donor’s comments and questions.

Meeting attendance
The CEO or executive director should attend, 
plus the finance director or project leader, to 

answer specific questions. This will enable you to work as a 
team and talk to one another’s strengths and knowledge.

Likely questions: Be prepared with appropriate facts  
and figures on the following topics:
»  Stories – capture the voices and perspectives of 

recipients who have benefitted from your work. This could 
be letters of thanks, a video clip, a short interview or 
feedback in your monitoring and evaluation reports.

»  Statistics – how many people does your organisation help?
»  Budget – size of your organisational budget and the 

programme/project budget range
»  Other donors – who else supports your organisation?
»  Staff – how qualified and competent are they?
»  Impact – what has changed in the community due  

to your work?

»  Sustainability – what is your sustainability plan and how 
can the donor be assured that you will be a partner with 
longevity?

David Beckwith advised at the Clinton 
School of Public Service that organisations 
approach current and potential donors not 
with a narrative of weakness, but one of 
growth, strength, and greatness of mission; 
negotiate with grantmakers as an equal, not a 
supplicant; emphasise the good that donors’ 
gifts can support, the positive difference their 
money can make, not your need for funds.

After the meeting
Write a short contact report for your 
organisation on the meeting; write a thank-you 

and confirmation letter to the potential donor, and follow 
up with a funding proposal. Ideally, this should reach the 
recipient a week before the due date so that the recipient 
can check it and make comments to improve it.

Statement of need
This paragraph is a central part of a proposal. 
It should accurately describe the problem 

to be addressed and show you are passionate about the 
issue. This will encourage the prospective donor to read 
the rest of the document.

No response?
Politely email to confirm whether they 
received the proposal and if there has been 

any progress. Do not nag. It could be that your proposal 
may only be considered at a board meeting scheduled for 
later on in the year, or for when a new budget is allocated.

Not successful?
You may ask politely if there was a specific 
reason why a grant was not made. You can 

https://www.inyathelo.org.za/
https://www.nac.gov.sg/docs/default-source/resources-files/toolkits-and-guides/others/fundraising-for-the-arts-toolkit.pdf?sfvrsn=10a25106_2
https://www.nac.gov.sg/docs/default-source/resources-files/toolkits-and-guides/others/fundraising-for-the-arts-toolkit.pdf?sfvrsn=10a25106_2
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then have a discussion within your NPO on where you can 
improve. It is not necessary to take rejection personally. 

Remember that even if a donor is unable to support you 
now, they may be able to within their strategy in the future, 
or be able to extend a network to those that could support 
your work now.

“ Tell your story accurately and with 
passion, provide facts and figures, and 
show that you are competent to carry 
through and to action the plan. ”

Read more and purchase the Attracting Support 
Kit online 

Successful?
»  Celebrate your success! But don’t forget  

to thank your funder. 
»  Send a thank-you or call the contact person to say  

thank you. 
»  Write a formal letter of acknowledgment signed  

by the chairperson or director. 
»  Review the contract and sign it as soon as possible.  

Do not start the project until the contract is signed  
(and ideally not before the first tranche is in the bank).

»  Check how the organisation wants to be acknowledged: 
should you put their logo on your website? Can you do  
an announcement in a newsletter? Should you credit 
them in your annual report? Can you do a press release 
or social media post mentioning their contribution? Will 
they publicise the donation in their own publications?  
Can you leverage these communications?

Tip
“ It is very important to build and maintain good relationships with investors 
and donors. Always remember to Thank Before you Bank! Write a thank-you 
letter immediately and keep donors informed throughout the project, especially 
about important events they may wish to attend. Also ensure that your finances 
are properly managed and accounted for and that you spend time writing good 
donor reports so that confidence in your organisation’s delivery grows. ”– From Ikhala Trust and Elamanzi Organisational Development and Project Management toolkit

5.3 Making “Asks”  
for Donations 
The hardest part for many potential fundraisers is to 
actually ask for money. The “ask” is a critical step in any 
well-designed fundraising scheme. The process of asking 
for a donation could be seen as part science and part art. 
“The art of the ask is about your ability to creatively and 
empathetically connect with the donor at an authentic 
level” – from The Art of Giving, pg 25. 

It is important that those making the ask try to 
understand what donors are most passionate about, and 
frame the ask in such a way that it aligns with the mission 
and aims of the organisation from which they are asking  
for funds. 

The “Five Rs” are useful to remember if you want to be 
successful at making an ask. You are more likely to be 
successful if the right person is being asked by the right 
person, in the right place at the right time for the right 
amount and for the right project. 

https://quizlet.com/347846299/fundraising-
fundamentals-final-exam-flash-cards/ 

How do you know what is “right”?
» Is the right person being asked? Consider whether the 
person you are asking is in fact the person who can make 
decisions. Do you need to try to work with the person you 
are asking to get a meeting with that person? 
» Is the right person doing the asking? This should ideally 
be someone who knows the organisation and/or project 
well – the director, chairperson, project manager are all 
going to have a better degree of knowledge than someone 
else. If it is a supporter asking on behalf of the organisation, 
how have they given to the organisation? It will increase the 

http://askinyathelo.org.za/the-ask-toolkit/
http://askinyathelo.org.za/the-ask-toolkit/
https://quizlet.com/347846299/fundraising-fundamentals-final-exam-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/347846299/fundraising-fundamentals-final-exam-flash-cards/
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confidence of the funder if the person asking has also  
given themselves.
» Where is the right place? This should ideally be where the 
other person is most comfortable having the conversation. 
But a visit to your centre or your project can also be a 
powerful space to ask, since then the potential funder will 
be able to imagine the value of their support in context.
» When is the right time? This should be when there is 
enough time for the conversation, when there has already 
been enough groundwork done, and when it feels most 
appropriate to do so. It may be useful to time your ask to 
coincide with a peak of enthusiasm or energy created by 
good projects. Also avoid asking when under extreme 
pressure, as far as possible. Rather ask with sufficient time 
for proper planning.
» What is the right amount? This is a difficult thing to 
measure and requires homework and good judgement. 
Asking for too little from a major donor can be a let-down or 

even insulting to them. But asking for too much can also be 
problematic. Sometimes it is better to look at a range within 
which they may be comfortable. Are there benefits that you 
can offer the donor which will make them feel happy about 
the amount they are giving?
» What is the right project? This is where you need to listen 
carefully to your individual donor. If they visit your project, 
see what lights them up. Notice what questions they ask. 
Finding out what they are really passionate about and what 
problems they want to solve will help you to ensure that 
they give a gift that is meaningful to them. Some donors 
are keen to engage with the process of a project and to 
meet the people behind the work being created. They may 
be looking for access to otherwise inaccessible places, 
experiences or people. How can you ensure that the 
project gives them what they are looking for?

Practise your “ask”!

WHO ARE THE DONORS?5

Tool
From https://askinyathelo.org.za/what-is-the-donors-bill-of-rights/ 
Inyathelo, Posted on Oct 20, 2011 

5.4 Donor’s Bill of Rights

A donor has the right to:
Know your organisation – including its history, 
achievements, governance, staff, financial situation 

and challenges

Know how the funds will be used – for example, 
receiving regular reports about activities and  

use of money

Transparency and access – all activities of an 
NPO, including financial, must be accessible

Acknowledgement and recognition – for  
example, mention donors in your annual report  

or on your website

Respect and confidentiality – do not give  
personal donor information to others without  

their permission

Professional relationships – be honest

Receive answers to questions – respond to donor 
queries on time

1 5

6

7
3

4

2

https://askinyathelo.org.za/what-is-the-donors-bill-of-rights/
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6. Writing a Funding Proposal

6.1 Research your Funder
Each time you write a proposal, you will need to adapt 
your basic ask to your potential funder. This is because 
every funder has a specific vision for the work they do and 
the kind of change they wish to contribute to. You may 
also have a relationship with the funder, which you would 
want to reference… If this is a new engagement, you will 
need to introduce yourself a little more. If it is an existing 
relationship, then how does this project build on past 
experience? How do you see this project meeting their 
goals now? 

Research the funder so that you can be sure to show  
how your project is perfect for them to meet their goals.  
Try to use some of the language that they tend to use in 
their communications in your proposal. 

While your project may stay the same, the specific  
angle that you take in asking for funding may differ from 
funder to funder. You also need to make sure that you know 
the deadline date, the types of activity they have funded 
in the past and the specific amounts of money they are 
prepared to contribute or have contributed in the past. This 
will guide your proposal and ensure that you select your 
funder wisely.

It is important that you study the funding guidelines in 
detail. In some instances, a funder will require you to fill in 
a form rather than writing a proposal. In other cases, they 
will tell you what needs to be in your proposal; it will need 
to follow a particular format. Sometimes you are able to 
provide a funding proposal without guidelines from them. 
Often you need to attach accompanying documentation 
without which your application will not be valid. Make sure 
that you can comply with all of the funder’s requirements 
before you start to write your proposal.

6.2 Programme vs Project?
Are you asking for funding for a project or a programme? 
A programme is ongoing, and generally more complex 
than a project, which has a clear beginning, middle and 
end. You will need to make it clear whether this proposal 
will contribute to a project which is ring-fenced, or to a 
programme with a history and growth path.
 

6.3 What does a  
funder want to know?
In all cases there are certain key things that they will be 
interested in. These include the following:

» Impact: What change will your project bring 
about? How does this fit with the funder’s 
vision?

» Scope: How many people will work in the 
project? How many people will benefit? Over 
how long a period? Is this a once-off, short-

term, medium-term or long-term project?

» Budget: How much is your total budget? 
How much do you pay the people in the 
project as opposed to covering project 

expenses? How much do you pay yourself? Do you have 
any costs already covered? Is the budget realistic, clear, 
adding up correctly, not over-inflated? Is there evidence 
that you can handle money effectively?

» Partners: Who else is involved? Who else 
is supporting? What partnerships can you 
leverage?

» Capacity: Have you done something like this 
before? Can you and your team pull this off? 
What is your track record?

» Profile: How do you communicate? How 
visible will your project be? Will you be able to 
provide visibility for the funder and is this of 

the sort that they value?

» Risks: Will funding your project pose a 
risk to them in terms of quality? Will they 
lose money? Are there other risks in the 

environment that need to be taken into consideration?
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6.4 Drafting a Proposal
Cover page
Include all the relevant contact details, the high-level 
information about your organisation, a list of board 
members and the title of the project. 

Tip
Mirjam Asmal from AVA suggests that  
you use the funder’s logo alongside 
your logo on the title page. This may 
subconsciously create links between 
 your organisation and theirs.

Title and summary
The summary needs to include all the basic information 
about the project as well as the ASK. How much are you 
asking for, for what purpose? Generally this high-level 
summary should be written at the end of the process, once 
you have fully defined your project. Ensure it is well written 
and compelling – this is all they may read.

Background
This may be the background of your organisation, your 
vision and mission, your history and successes, the people 
involved, or the history of this specific programme/project 
– keep it short, but compelling. Don't use too much jargon 
and don’t exaggerate. People should feel confident about 
your capacity to do the project after reading this section. 

Needs assessment
This will include the challenge or need that the project 
hopes to address. It will demonstrate that you have done 
some research on this challenge or need and that you have 
a clear strategy to meet the need, through the project. If 
you can reference other sources in the needs assessment, 
or demonstrate that you have done action research on the 
ground, this section will be stronger.

Project aims and objectives
In this section, you define the specific aims and objectives 
of the project. You also look at the timeframes. What does 
your implementation plan look like? What activities will  
you need to do to realise these aims and objectives. You 
will also define who the participants will be – who will  
be doing these activities? Who are the beneficiaries?  
What precise outputs and outcomes will be reached as  
a result of the project? You may use a logical framework  
to demonstrate this.

Beneficiaries and participants

Direct beneficiaries
Benefit as a direct result  

of the project

Indirect beneficiaries
Benefit as a result of the 

improvements made through 
the project or to the direct 

beneficiaries (e.g. teachers reach 
additional learners after training to 
use film and workshop materials)

Participants
People directly involved 

in the project and/or paid 
by the project; can also 
be direct beneficiaries
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Example of logical framework

Download the 
 Logical Framework here 

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-004_Logical-Framework.docx
https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-004_Logical-Framework.docx
https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-004_Logical-Framework.docx
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Example of activity plan across time

ACTIVIT Y Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Development of play

Consult community

 Draft play

Present to panel

Training performers

Hire facilitators

Develop material

 Hold auditions

Workshops

Rehearsals

Training performers

 Identify venues

 Finalise dates

Invite stakeholders

Market plays

 Mount plays
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Useful definitions for proposal writing

Vision Organisational: What is the positive change you want to see in 5-10 years time?

Mission Organisational: What is your role or purpose in achieving this vision? (i.e. what do 
you do to achieve the vision?)

Aims Project/Programme-based: Overall aim or aims of a project; quite general; may relate 
to the vision statement of the organisation (or to a part of it)

Objectives

Project/Programme-based: these are the goals that are the purpose of the work. 

They need to be SMART – Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-bound.

Objectives can be short term, medium term or long term. They define the project or 
programme and make it clear what must be achieved.

Inputs These are the things you need to have to make your project successful. They can be 
resources, assets, or actions. 

Activities
These are the actions that you will do over the course of your project. They will 
define the project timeline and should include preparation time and monitoring and 
evaluation. 

Outputs
These are the specific products or actions created by the project or programme. 

They are tangible, quantifiable deliverables.

Outcomes These are the immediate results that can be measured at the end of the project. 
They include changes in behaviour, attitudes, knowledge, skills, or perceptions.

Impact This is the longer-term effect or influence of the project’s outcomes. They can be 
intended or unintended, positive or negative.

Participants These are the people involved in the project directly.

Beneficiaries

These are the people who will benefit from your project. Beneficiaries are sometimes 
divided into the direct beneficiaries who participate directly in the project or 
programme, while indirect beneficiaries benefit as a result of the change that 
the programme has created in the direct beneficiaries. Sometimes beneficiaries 
are very involved in making the project more effective. This is called beneficiary 
participation. 
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Tip
“ Your contributions are 
a form of co-investment and 
this can also be reflected 
and acknowledged in your 
plan. You can use your co-
investment as leverage 
(bargaining power) when 
negotiating partnerships. ” 
– From Ikhala Trust and Elamanzi 
Organisational Development and Project 
Management toolkit

WRITING A FUNDING PROPOSAL6

Consider resources
What can you bring to the table? What are 
your assets? Are there project partners,  

own resources, experience and knowledge that can be 
drawn on to ensure that the project is a success? Where  
are your gaps?

Define budget
This speaks to the gaps identified above. 
What specific elements of your project do you 

need funding for? 
When developing a budget, think about all the resources 

that you already have and what you might need. It is 
important to be thorough and detail all the costs as 
accurately as possible. Do research or look at the previous 
year’s expenses. Try to base your estimation on evidence 
(get quotes for any important items) and be careful about 
guesswork. Be realistic. Budgets that are under-estimated 
or inflated can reflect badly on your organisation. 

Itemise the budget items and make sure that you follow 
the funder’s guidelines with regards to how your budget 
is set up. Be clear, honest and demonstrate accountability 
and transparency. If you already have certain parts of your 
budget covered, declare this. This will be a positive in the 
eyes of the funder.

Do you need the project or programme to also cover some 
operational costs? This will be important in how you build 
your budget. There is a difference between a project 
budget and an organisational budget. The organisational 
budget is developed ahead of the new financial year and 
covers all the expenses of the organisation, its operational 
costs, programme costs and short-term projects. You may 
be submitting your whole budget or only a portion of it to 
potential funders.

Note: Some funders will only fund project 
expenses. Some may fund operations. Some may 

allow some operations to a particular percentage of the 
total. It is important to be clear about what can be funded 
from this particular donor.

Your budget must link back to your project management 
planning. Make sure that all the resources for each activity 
have been listed. Your budget can look similar to your 
Project Plan with the same referencing system to make it 
easier to track. 

See Programme and Project Management  
Toolkit 

Risks
Are there any risks that need to be mitigated? 
If so, how will you address these? Use a risk 

management tool to explore what might go wrong. 

See risk management tool  
on page 47.

Monitoring and evaluation
How will you know whether you are successful or not? How 
will you demonstrate that the project has been successful? 

What will you monitor through the course of the project 
and what tools will you use for this? What indicators will 
you use to measure your success? How will you go about 
evaluating your project or programme during and after it is 
completed? 

See more about M&E in the  
next section.

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-006_Programming.pdf
https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-006_Programming.pdf
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Budget template

Risk management tool

ITEM Description Quantity Unit Cost Total Requested from 
funder

Operational costs (note: less than 20% of total)

Project manager 1 day a week for 
6 months 6 R2 000 R12 000 R12 000

Administration Costs per month 6 R1 000 R6 000 R6 000

Communication Estimate 1 R1 000 R1 000 Funded

Project costs

Transport
Artists to travel 
to schools for 12 
performances

12 R500 R6 000 R6 000

Artist fees 5 artists for 6 
weeks 30 R2 000 R60 000 R60 000

Costumes 4 performers 4 R1 000 R4 000 Donated

Set and props Estimate 1 R5000 R5 000 R5 000

Venue hire Rehearsal venue 
for 4 weeks 4 R2000 R8 000 Donated by 

partner

TOTALS R102 000 R89 000

We will address budgeting in more detail in the Financial Management 
Toolkit. Click here to view the toolkit 

Potential risk
Chance of it happening Risk mitigation (how will 

you prevent the risk, or 
reduce the likelihood of it 
happening?)

Contingency planning 
(what will you do to reduce 
impact if it does happen?)Low Medium High

e.g. Audience turn-out will 
be low X

Improve pre-project 
communication; use social 
media, tagging community 
leaders in posts; create 
large banners for outside 
venue; involve community 
in creation of banners to 
increase engagement

Provide free tickets to 
local schools; invite nearby 
community centres to 
bring their after-school 
programmes to the show

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-005_Financial.pdf
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Sustainability
What do you intend the impact of your project 
to be? How will you sustain the project if it is 

successful in the future? 

Conclusion
Why support this project? What is in it for  
the funder? What are they contributing to?

Attachments
Check what compliance documents are 
required. In some instances these may need 

to be certified. You can get documents certified at a police 
station, a bank and sometimes at a print/copy shop. 

You may include some of the following: 
»  NGO registration document
»  Constitution (if NGO) or trust deed (if trust)
»  PBO registration letter
»  Tax compliance pin
»  Proof of bank account

WRITING A FUNDING PROPOSAL6

»  Six months bank statement
»  Audited financials from the past financial year
»  List of board members, with ID numbers and FICA  

(proof of address)
»  UIF registration
»  Business plan
»  List of staff members
»  Annual narrative and financial reports  

(financial report signed off by an accountant)
»  Images of previous projects
»  Brochures of previous work or project reports
»  Reviews of work done 
»  Letters of reference

6.5 Covering Letter 
This is a short letter, which is about establishing a 
relationship between yourself and the potential funder.  
It can be a shortened version of your summary page.

Click here to view an example of a  
covering letter 

Tools
Tips for writing good proposals

»  Study the requirements of the proposal, if these are given. 
Make sure that all supporting documents/compliance 
documents are provided.

»  Make sure there is a good match between the proposed 
project and the potential donor.

»  Speak the language of the potential donor: do they speak 
about artistic excellence? Good causes? Education? Skills 
development? Youth employment?

»  Show that you have done your research and that you 
understand the goals and needs of the potential donor.

»  Use concise writing and make it easy to understand. Use 
correct grammar and spelling.

»  Have a clear purpose, only include relevant facts, and be 
persuasive.

»  Well-organised, not repetitive, tells the story holistically.
»  Use clean layout with clear graphics if possible (not all 

proposals allow for graphics).
»  Inspire your reader by being inspired yourself!

Tip
Use tools to check your writing, for e.g. 
Grammarly is a free online tool that will 
assist you to write correctly.

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-004_Covering-letter.docx
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7. Monitoring and Evaluation, and Learning

Monitoring and evaluation is a process through which 
projects are assessed to understand their performance, 
if they are able to reach their goals and how they can 
be improved. It is important that we learn from the work 
that we do and M&E can assist us to make our work more 
effective and impactful. 

Monitoring and evaluation processes are an important 
part of learning rhythms and when learning is happening, 
it usually means that there are good systems of monitoring 
and evaluation in place. 

But the opposite is not necessarily true. Just because there 
is monitoring and evaluation activity, it does not necessarily 
mean that people are drawing learning from them. 

Learning happens when people are open to it and at  
an organisational level, this means when groups are 
prepared to shift something together that can improve  
their collective practice.

7.1 What is monitoring?
Monitoring is the systematic process of collecting, 
analysing and using information to track a programme’s 
progress towards reaching its objectives and to guide 
project management decisions. It is generally based on 
targets (outputs and outcomes).

Monitoring usually focuses on processes, such as what, 
when and where activities occur, who delivers them, how, 
and how many people or entities they reach.

Monitoring is conducted before the project begins 
(baselines/contextual analysis) and continues throughout 
the programme implementation period.

Monitoring involves: 
»  Establishing indicators (of efficiency, effectiveness  

and impact); 
»  Setting up systems to collect information relating  

to these indicators; 
»  Continuous collecting and recording the information; 
»  Analysing the information; 
»  Using the information to guide day-to-day management 

and decision-making. 

Monitoring progress against the plan on a regular basis: 
»  Compare time, cost, and performance of a project to the 

budget, schedule, and tasks defined in the approved 
project plan; 

»  Communicate with all team members; 
»  Update the plan regularly as changes occur. It should 

always reflect the current status. 

7.2 What is evaluation?
Evaluation goes deeper. It is the systematic assessment 
of the design, implementation or results of a project/ 
programme for the purposes of learning, and strategic 
decision-making.

Evaluation focuses on a broad range of topics including 
relevance, accessibility, comprehensiveness, integration, 
fulfilment of objectives, effectiveness, impact, cost, 
efficiency, and sustainability.

An evaluation is methodical, providing information that 
is credible, reliable, and useful to enable the lessons learnt 
to influence the future decision-making process of the 
organisation and the funders. 

It can be formative (taking place during the life of a 
project, with the intention of improving the strategy or 
way of functioning throughout). It can also be summative 
(drawing learnings at the end).

7.3 Evaluation Approaches
There are different approaches to evaluation.
»  Self-evaluation: This involves a group holding up a mirror 

to itself and assessing how they are doing, as a way of 
learning and improving practice. It takes a self-reflective 
and honest group to do this effectively, but it can be an 
important learning experience. 

»  Internal review: This is a form of internal evaluation. The 
intention is to involve as many people with a direct stake 
in the work as possible. This may mean management, staff 
and beneficiaries working together on the evaluation. 

»  External evaluation: done by a carefully chosen outsider 
or outsider team, to gain a neutral/objective view. 

Sometimes you may choose to use different approaches at 
the same time, to gain a 360 degree view of the project or 
programme.
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7.4 How is evaluation different from research?

Research Evaluation

Competencies

Social science research design, methods, theory, etc. Same as researchers, but also interpersonal effectiveness, 
planning/management, political manoeuvring, etc.

Purpose

Generate knowledge to inform the research base Generate knowledge for a particular programme/client and 
provides information for decision-making/learning

Primary audience

Other researchers Clients (internal and external)

Primary decision-maker

Researchers decide the topic, methods, design, etc. Clients and funders often have a large role  
in determining what is studied

Timeline

Determined by researcher Bounded by the organisation’s or funder’s 
timeframe requirements

Funding

Research grants or university funding Client organisation or funder/foundations

What questions are asked

Researchers formulate their own hypotheses Answers questions that primary stakeholders  
are concerned with; evaluative questions

Role of theory

Social science theory is embedded Uses social science theory, program theory,  
and evaluation theory to inform the evaluation

Value judgements

Values neutrality Provides a value judgement and often provides 
recommendations

Setting

Basic research takes place in controlled environments Takes place in an action setting where few things  
can be controlled, and things are often political

Utility

Often doesn’t think critically about use Often concerned with use from the beginning

Publication

Published in journals Rarely published and typically only clients  
(the organisation/funders) view the reports
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Programme cycle and M&E process
Research for evidence-based programming

Communications 
public relations  
and information  

management

Throughout the year/financial year

Every five years  
(think social value)

Mid-term re-strategising 
as required

As required/per grant 
cycle/annually

As required  
throughout the year

Quarterly/
per donor 
contracts/

annually/DSD 
compliance 

reports

Every year  
(note financial years)

For each project

Throughout 
the year/ 
financial year

7.5 Theory of Change
»  A theory of change is a description of why a particular 

way of working will be effective, showing how change 
happens in the short, medium and long term to achieve 
the intended impact. 

»  It can be represented in a visual diagram, as a narrative, 
or both.

A results framework is a planning, communications and 
management tool that emphasises results to provide clarity 
around your key project objectives. 
»  The purpose of a results framework is similar to that of a 

log-frame or the theory of change. 

»  It helps practitioners to plan and understand the various 
facets of a project intervention and demonstrate it in a 
clear graphical manner. 

»  A monitoring and evaluation (M&E) plan is a document 
that helps to track and assess the results of the 
interventions throughout the life of a programme. 

»  It is a living document that should be referred to and 
updated on a regular basis. 

While the specifics of each programme’s M&E plan will look 
different, they should all follow the same basic structure 
and include the same key elements.

Strategic  
planning

Annual  
programme  

planning and 
budgeting and 

indentifying the 
funding gap

Programme  
scale-up

M&E  
communication  

risk and  
sustainability 

planning

Capacity 
development

Programme 
implementationMonitoringEvaluation  

& learningReporting
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7.6 Key Elements of an M&E Plan

MONITORING & EVALUATION, AND LEARNING7

Impact Vision – what change do we want to see in the world?

Strategic goals/Aims Mission – how are we going to reach that vision?

Objectives What specific objectives will we reach by tackling this project/programme?

Activities What work will we do towards achieving the objectives?

Outcomes What milestones will we reach in the short or medium term?

Outputs What products will be created by the project?

Indicators How will we know that we are on the right track towards the milestones?

Human resources How many staff members do we need to implement this project and do they have 
skills to undertake this work successfully?

Financial resources How much funding do we have to do this work, what is the funding gap, and how 
can we ensure sustainability beyond each donor grant?

Timeframes When can this work be done and completed? (Think context, key calendar dates, 
grant conditions, etc.) How often will data be collected?

Roles/Support Who collects M&E data and how often do they do it? Who evaluates M&E data, 
prepares an evaluation report? How often?

Partnerships Who can we partner with to maximise the effectiveness of this programme/project?

Review & re-planning How often will we review progress of work, outcome and short-term impact?

See the Programme and Project Management Toolkit for more 
information about how to design an M&E Plan 

7.7 Learning Rhythms
Organisations are running programmes and projects all 
the time. You may wish to have reviews and strategic 
planning sessions every one to three years to look at your 
vision, mission and objectives, whilst project planning and 
reflection can happen in the life cycle of each project. The 
shape and form of how this is done, when and how often 
will depend on the culture and structure of the organisation 
and the time (and resources) available.

Learning rhythms can be created in organisations to 
regulate times for planning, action, reflection and learning 

in a rhythmical cycle. In this way, an organisation can create 
an element of harmony which by nature is transformative. 
Learning rhythms can also have a life of their own and 
become part of the culture of the organisation. Monitoring 
and evaluation processes are an important part of learning 
and if learning is happening, it usually means that there are 
good systems of monitoring and evaluation in place.

See page 53 for an example of a learning rhythm in 
an organisation.

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-006_Programming.pdf
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Tool
Learning rhythms cycle
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Drawing out the lessons 
»  What took place in the programme or project? What did 

we do? 
»  How does this compare with what we intended to do? 
»  What went very well? What were the strengths, highlights 

and achievements? Why did this work? 
»  What was difficult or challenging? Lowpoints and why? 
»  How did we respond to these? 

»  What would we change or improve if we could  
do this again? 

»  What did we learn about ourselves as a team and as 
individuals? 

»  How should we move forward? 

Download a blank version of  
the Learning Cycle here 

JAN

JUNE

FEB

MAY

NOV

AUG

OCT

SEP

MAR

APR

DEC

JULY

Project 
reviews

Project 
reviews

AGM

Project 
reviews

Team  
building

Team  
building

Project 
plans

Start reviews/
planning

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-004_Learning-Cycle.docx
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8. Reporting
A grant report is a summary report reflecting the goals and outcomes of the original 
funding request and describing whether (and how) these were achieved. 

It details how the funds you received were used by your 
organisation and the impact that the project or programme 
created. It also contains information on challenges or 
changes that may have occurred during the grant period.

Writing a grant report is a crucial step in the funding 
process. Not only does the report assure the funder that 
you are utilising the funding for the intended purpose, 
but the report also gives you an opportunity to highlight 
your organisation, its impact, and the role that the donor, 
foundation or funder played in your work.

Successful grant reports pave the way for a sustainable 
relationship with a donor, and may result in future or 
increased funding.

8.1 Steps to Follow  
when Writing a  
Narrative Grant Report

Step 1: Personalise the report
Address the funder and say thank you. 
Remember that donors are people too. This 

“thank you” could be part of the accompanying letter or 
part of the report itself.

Consider that not everyone who reads the report will be 
familiar with your organisation or with the project, so make 
sure that your report is going to give all the necessary facts 
and background.

Step 2: Check requirements
Each funder has their own specific 
requirements and timelines. Some grants only 

need a final report; others may need mid-term reports in 
order to unlock more funding. Some funders require you 
to do your report through an online portal using a specific 
template, while others may give you freedom to create your 
own report and send it by email, or deliver it by hand/post.

Generally the contract will include important information 
and timelines for reporting. Make sure that you check these 
details ahead of the project taking place so that you can 
ensure that the steps required are built into your action plan. 

For example, if you need to report on the demographics 
of those who attended the programme, how are you going 
to do this? Will there be an attendance register? Will you 
place someone at the door to count and take notes? Will 
you take photographs of all audiences in order to be able 
to work out attendance figures? Will you have tickets (either 
physical or online) that can be counted, and that give you 
some demographic information? This must be included in 
your project plan. 

See Programme and Project Management Toolkit 
for more information 

Step 3: Work from your 
original proposal
Describe the overall aim(s), objectives, outputs 

and outcomes, and whether these were achieved. Go back 
to the application that you submitted and ensure that all 
areas are covered.

8.2 Mid-term Reports
For a mid-year or mid-project grant progress report, explain 
the status of the project against the proposed timeline. 
Consider the following questions:
»  What preparation did we do?
»  What activities have we started?
»  What outcomes have been accomplished so far?
»  What still needs to be accomplished?
»  Have there been any changes to the original proposal 

and/or budget?
»  If so, what are these changes? (Sometimes you need to 

ask permission to spend money on items not budgeted 
for. Make sure that you know what these processes are. 
For example, with the National Lotteries Commission, you 
need to apply for a deviation if funds are going to be spent 
on a line item different from what was in the proposal.)

»  Is there anything you need to flag to the funder at this point?

https://www.standfoundation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Toolkit-006_Programming.pdf
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8.3 Final Reports
For a final report, again, refer to your original request and,  
if applicable, to any mid-term reports you have created. 
Then, describe the overall outcomes that the awarded 
funds have contributed to. 

This is also the place to call out any discrepancies 
between the original proposal and the results, and to 
explain why these happened. Make sure that you are 
honest about the success of the project.

Refer to the following questions if you’re unsure  
of how to do this:
»  Did the organisation need to change course and 

utilise funds for different project needs than originally 
proposed?

»  Did a practical issue come up that required the project  
to take a different angle?

Create an impact report 
Donors, grantmaking agencies and 
foundations are not just disbursing funds 

— they are investing in the mission of both their role as a 
philanthropic agent and of your organisation as an agent 
to carry out their intended purpose. The grantee or funding 
recipient is a steward of not only funds, but also of the 
funder’s own mission, values, and branding. 

An impact report captures the achievements of a 
programme or project. It can also be used for more general 
reporting such as to celebrate an important anniversary 
or as an accompaniment to your annual report in order to 
highlight key achievements in the year.

If your organisation used funding to start a new project 
or programme, do you have data to share about the impact 
of this programme? If not yet, then when will you be able to 
have more information? 

Capture the impact of the grant funds, both qualitatively 
and quantitatively. 

Refer back to the section on Monitoring and Evaluation 
and ensure that the appropriate data has been gathered 
and is represented in the best way in the report. 

This may include the use of infographics or clear tables 
so that the report reads clearly to the funder and the impact 
is emphasised. Stories and quotes from beneficiaries, 
participants, volunteers and other partners will bring your 
report to life and make it give a well-rounded impression of 
your organisation’s work.

Don’t hide areas of challenge, but provide perspective 

and context where possible.
Use visuals in a striking fashion. Images can speak more 
loudly than words, and can draw the reader in. Having 
photos done professionally can be very beneficial, but 
even if this is not possible, then make sure that you 
follow some basic guidelines to ensure you are taking 
good photographs. There are plenty of online guides and 
tutorials to help you with this. 

Note: Remember to have all the permissions for 
the photographs in place – media releases are 

required according to POPIA. Also make sure that all 
photographs are properly credited and captioned.

Other ways of making the visual more striking is to use 
design elements to highlight key points. Highlight the 
M&E data, for example, by creating ways to draw attention 
to positive audience responses to the performance or 
programme. Use colour or bolded graphics to draw the eye 
to the important information.

Even if you are not a graphic designer and you don’t have 
one on your team, there are a number of tools that you can 
use such as Canva (which is free for not-for-profits) and 
which can give a professional look and feel through easy-
to-use software.

See examples of a page from a report  
on the next page.
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Report example: ASSITEJ SA’s Cradle of Creativity 2017
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Case Study
Butterfly Art Project Annual Financials for Report

REPORTING 8

LEFT: A diagrammatic 
representation of where 
funding has come from through 
the year and how BAP has 
spent these funds. You can see 
clearly that the highest part of 
the expenditure is “BAP Team 
Salaries”.

RIGHT: A more traditional 
annual financial summary. 

Putting these two together helps 
people visualise what BAP has 
managed to bring in in terms of 

income and how it spends its 
money over the course of a year. 
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Account for expenses  
against the budget
A final grant report should contain a concise 

description that reflects the actual costs of the project for 
which the funds were allocated. This may include the funds 
received from other funders as well as the funds received 
from the donor to whom you are reporting.

You should be able to accurately demonstrate how 
all awarded funds were used. This speaks to your 
accountability as a non-profit organisation. 

You will need to report specifically against the original 
budget. Usually there will be a section within the narrative 
report where you speak about the expenses in a general 
fashion, but you will also need a separate financial report to 
show the expenditure in detail.

Note: Some funders do not allow for line items 
to be changed without permission having been 

requested (check the requirements of the funder carefully).

Some funders require an external audit for their funding, 
and others require the funding to be audited as part of the 
usual annual audit. This should be checked beforehand 
(and if possible, allocation in the original budget should 
have been made for the expenses of an audit).

Types of reports
»  Mid-term project reports: these are generally  

internal or directed to the funder, and track the  
progress of the project

»  Final project reports: these may differ in complexity 
depending on whether it is a small, medium or large 
project

»  Annual reports: these are reports that focus on either 
a programme over the course of a year, or on the 
organisation’s achievements as a whole

»  Compliance reports: the Department of Social 
Development requires an annual report in a particular 
format to ensure compliance as an NGO

REPORTING8

Note: For large-scale projects, it may be 
necessary to invest in proper design and  

printing costs for the report. Again, plan for this when  
you do your budget.

The report can also be used as proof of viability for other 
funding approaches in the future. Having an excellent 
report of a previous project can be a real drawcard for  
new funders.
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An endowment fund is a long-term financial asset, created 
through a gift of money, which is invested in order to 
extend the life of the donation, and to grow it. A significant 
portion of an endowment fund is held in trust, from 
which only the interest/earnings can be used for general 
operating expenses or some special purpose. It should be 
added to over time.

Before you decide to try to set up an endowment fund, 
are you able to build a cash reserve? A cash reserve is an 
amount in excess of your everyday needs. 

Ideally a not-for-profit should have a cash reserve of  
three to six months of operating expenses. If there is 
not enough in reserve it is possible that programmes or 
staff will need to be cut, or that debts will grow, creating 
additional pressure for the future. It will make operations 
more stressful.

Try to build a cash reserve and add to it regularly. 
Whenever you receive funds that are not directly linked  
to a specific expenditure, put a portion into the cash 
reserve. If your organisation has any other income streams 
(passive income, for example), ensure that a portion of this 
is put aside as a reserve.

When do you consider  
an endowment strategy?
You need to make sure that your governance 

structure is secure and that the board is committed to an 
endowment strategy, as part of the long-term vision, often 
much longer than the term a board will serve. Endowments  
take time to develop, and can be time-consuming to set  
up, so it is important that you are committed to this path  
for the long term.

Reasons to start an endowment:
»  To responsibly diversify charitable assets  

of the organisation
»  To comply with a donor’s request
»  To build a source of funds to support the  

organisation into the long-term future
»  To take advantage of long-term growth  

of investment strategies
»  To attract donors

What should be in place?
You will need a strong administrative 
infrastructure that is properly governed.  

You will need to agree on what types of gifts will be 
accepted, how gifts will be tracked, how donors will be 
acknowledged, what kinds of investments may be made  
and what proportion from the total can be drawn down  
for expenditure.

How to start an  
endowment fund?
A sound investment plan is required and 

you will need to decide whether you work with a financial 
advisor (and manage the investment yourself) or with  
an investment manager. Choosing the right manager  
or advisor will be crucial to success.

Attract people who share your vision to include your 
organisation as a beneficiary in their will. You can start 
an endowment fund with a relatively small amount of 
funding to begin with, so you don’t necessarily need to 
wait for a large donation. However, remember that the core 
investment of endowment funds can’t be touched, so make 
sure that your three to six months cash reserves are in 
place first. 

9. Building and Managing  
an Endowment Fund
Some fundraising efforts are for immediate rewards (such as crowdfunding or individual 
donations); other fundraising efforts are for the long-term sustainability of your organisation. 

BUILDING AND MANAGING AN ENDOWMENT FUND 9
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https://www.nac.gov.sg/docs/default-source/resources-files/toolkits-and-guides/others/fundraising-for-the-arts-toolkit.pdf?sfvrsn=10a25106_2
https://www.nac.gov.sg/docs/default-source/resources-files/toolkits-and-guides/others/fundraising-for-the-arts-toolkit.pdf?sfvrsn=10a25106_2
https://www.westerncape.gov.za/text/2007/8/city_of_cape_town_donor_directory_07.pdf
https://www.westerncape.gov.za/text/2007/8/city_of_cape_town_donor_directory_07.pdf
https://www.westerncape.gov.za/text/2007/8/city_of_cape_town_donor_directory_07.pdf
mailto:info%40cafsouthernafrica.org.za?subject=
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https://askinyathelo.org.za/what-is-the-donors-bill-of-rights/
https://trialogue.co.za/publications/business-in-society-handbook-2021-digital/
https://trialogue.co.za/publications/business-in-society-handbook-2021-digital/
https://nonprofitlawyer.co.za/
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Funding Resources
https://101fundraising.org/ – 101fundraising is a 
crowdsourced blog on fundraising – written by fundraisers 
for fundraisers.

https://act.org.za/ – The Arts and Culture Trust (ACT) has 
been proactively serving the arts and culture sector in all 9 
provinces of South Africa for 28 years.

www.afford-uk.org/about us/ – The African Foundation 
for Development (AFFORD) is an international organisation 
established in 1994, with a mission “to expand and enhance 
the contributions Africans in the diaspora make to African 
development”. The AFFORD family currently has offices in 
Sierra Leone and Belgium, Europe. 

https://www.africagrantmakers.org/about-us – The 
Africa Grantmakers’ Affinity Group (AGAG) offers new 
and experienced grantmakers opportunities to build 
professional relationships and gain knowledge and 
information that will help them to make strategic funding 
decisions.

http://www.africalia.be/ – Our mission is to support, 
collaborate, structure and network these creators in order 
to include culture and creativity at the centre of economic 
innovation and social transformation in Africa. 

https://africanofilter.org/home – Through research, 
grantmaking and advocacy, Africa No Filter aims to 
build the field of narrative changemakers by supporting 
storytellers within and about Africa.

https://www.the.akdn/en/home – The Aga Khan 
Development Network (AKDN) is dedicated to improving 
the quality of life of those in need, mainly in Asia and 
Africa, irrespective of their origin, faith, or gender. 
Our multifaceted development approach aims to help 
communities and individuals become self-reliant. 

https://www. artmovesafrica.org/ – an international 
not-for-profit organisation that aims to facilitate cultural 
and artistic exchanges within the African continent. AMA 
offers travel funds to artists, arts professionals and cultural 
operators living and working in Africa to travel within the 
African continent in order to engage in the exchange of 

information, the enhancement of skills, the development of 
informal networks, and the pursuit of cooperation.

https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/ – The UK Arts Council 
site, which houses a lot of resources for those working in 
the arts with advice, research, data and toolkits.

https://arttimes.co.za/ – South African arts website 
disseminating news and information to all South African 
creatives and their communities.

https://australiacouncil.gov.au/advocacy-and-research/ – 
The Australia Arts Council site. Good research documents 
and advocacy tools.

www.artsconsulting.com – A Canadian site that carries 
interesting research, newsletters and advice for anyone 
working in artistic and cultural spaces.

www.bigdatabase.com – A site with information about 
international non-profit funding from U.S. foundations and 
corporations. The site also provides excellent information 
on the fundraising process. 

https://www.britishcouncil.org.za/programmes/arts – The 
British Council works in the arts and funds opportunities 
for 18-35-year-old artists, creatives and audiences through 
programmes focusing on Creative Enterprise, Connections 
and Festivals.

www.cafonline.org – Although Charities Aid Foundation 
(CAF) Southern Africa does not have a general grants 
fund, CAF offers specialised financial services to charities 
and their supporters. CAF helps charities to manage their 
resources, working with individual and corporate donors, 
ensuring their giving is easy to manage, and that it has the 
greatest possible impact. 

www.candid.org – The Foundation Centre and Guidestar 
have joined forces to become Candid, and provide tutorials 
on proposal writing and other information linked to raising 
funds. See Candid Learning and Candid Learning for 
Funders.

www.comminit.com – The Communication Initiative 
Network is a space to debate and advance effective 
communication regarding development issues. It convenes 

https://101fundraising.org/
https://act.org.za/
http://www.afford-uk.org/about us/
https://www.africagrantmakers.org/about-us
http://www.africalia.be/?lang=fr
https://africanofilter.org/home
https://www.the.akdn/en/home
https://www. artmovesafrica.org/
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/
https://arttimes.co.za/
https://australiacouncil.gov.au/advocacy-and-research/
https://artsconsulting.com/
https://www.bigdatabase.com/
https://www.britishcouncil.org.za/programmes/arts
https://www.cafonline.org/
https://candid.org/
https://www.comminit.com/global/category/sites/global
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the communication and media development, social and 
behaviour change communities. While not arts-focused, 
it carries interesting conversations and research linked to 
community development work.

https://commonwealthfoundation.com/grants/ – As one of 
the three intergovernmental pillars of the Commonwealth, 
the Foundation operates within that critical space between 
government and the people. The Foundation works to bring 
the voice of civil society into all aspects of governance, 
supporting civil society engagement in shaping the policies 
and decisions that affect people’s lives.

www.dag.org.za – The Development Action Group 
provides direct assistance to projects, focusing on securing 
land, training services, housing and community facilities in 
the Western Cape. 

www.devdir.org – This website provides a list of 
development organisations in South Africa. This site also 
lists development organisations in countries throughout the 
world, which helps to facilitate international co-operation 
and knowledge sharing in the field. It links the work of civil 
society organisations, research institutions, governments 
and the private sector in an interesting and informative way. 

https://www.doen.nl/ – DOEN is committed to accelerating 
transitions to a circular economy in which the community 
comes first, where everyone can participate and where 
there is room for radical imaginations who show a new view 
of the world.

https://www.dsc.org.uk/ – Directory of Social Change. 
Helping you to help others. With sections on fundraising, 
management and leadership, personal development, 
marketing and communications etc.

www.edc.org – The Education Development Center is 
an international, non-profit organisation with a portfolio 
of more than 325 international projects, dedicated to 
enhancing learning, promoting health and fostering a 
deeper understanding of the world. 

www.fastennetwork.org – The Faith and Service Technical 
Education Network (FASTEN) offers informational resources 
and networking opportunities to faith-based practitioners, 
private philanthropists and public administrators. This site 

also has effective tools and insight on basic fundraising 
fundamentals. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders_en – Find 
calls for funding proposals, get information on funding 
processes and programmes, and apply online. Learn about 
the tendering process and opportunities for doing business 
with the European Commission.

https://www.europanostra.org/europa-nostra-publishes-
learning-kits-fundraising-advocacy-education-heritage-
organisations/ – Europa Nostra issued Learning Kits for 
heritage civil society organisations on three crucial topics: 
Fundraising, Awareness-raising & Advocacy, and Citizen 
Engagement & Education. The Learning Kits provide 
innovative and practical approaches to these topics and 
bring together dozens of outstanding examples from 
21 countries across Europe. These digital publications, 
produced with the support of the Creative Europe 
programme of the European Union, are available online. 

www.fasttrackfundraising.com – Fundraising Ideas. Best 
fundraising ideas for schools, sports teams, churches, non-
profits, and Individuals that need to raise money.

www.gdrc.org/ngo/ncafe-ww.html – The NGO Café is 
a forum for NGOs to discuss, debate, and disseminate 
information on their work, strategies and results. It contains 
a useful section that reflects on fundraising strategies and 
proposal writing. It aims to assist NGOs in enhancing and 
improving their programmes and activities, better enabling 
them to network at local, regional and international levels. 
 
IETM – International network for contemporary performing 
arts is one of the oldest and largest international cultural 
networks, representing the voice of over 500 performing 
arts organisations and individual professionals working in 
the contemporary performing arts worldwide.

https://ietm.org/en/resources
https://ietm.org/sites/default/files/attachments/
meetingpage/2016-011-valencia-communicate-advocate-
suceed.pdf

The International Federation of Arts Councils and Culture 
Agencies represents plural voices and perspectives, unified 
in the belief that arts and culture are a public good – with 

https://commonwealthfoundation.com/grants/
https://www.dag.org.za/
http://www.devdir.org/
https://www.doen.nl/
https://www.dsc.org.uk/
https://www.edc.org/
https://fastennetwork.org/
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the potential to further inclusive social transformation – to 
be shaped and accessed equitably by all peoples. As an 
international federation, we respect national governance 
and commit to the promotion of the diversity of cultural 
expressions.

http://askinyathelo.org.za/ – Ask Inyathelo. Online 
resources, articles, guides and reflections organised 
around the following themes: 
Building Relationships 
Financial Management 
Fundraising Tools 
Governance 
Human Capacity 
Leadership 
Monitoring & Evaluation 
Strategy & Planning 
Voice 
Visibility 

https://ifacca.org/what-we-do/knowledge-evidence-
insight/reports/

https://ifacca.org/news/2022/08/28/i-am-hana-
programme-community-education-and-arts-a/

www.ncvo-vol.org.uk – The National Council for Voluntary 
Organisations (NCVO) is the umbrella body for the 
voluntary sector in the U.K. Their website offers useful 
advice on the European funding scene, as well as general 
and comprehensive information on sustainable funding. 

https://www.nonprofitexpert.com/ – a site providing a 
wealth of resources and advice to non-profit organisations, 
including a section on fundraising ideas.

www.polity.org.za – This website provides an array of 
resources regarding fundraising, policy and law, as well as 
online news. 

http://www.mimeta.org/about – Mimeta has been 
working within culture and development since 2006. The 
organisation is organised as a Norwegian limited company 
with charitable statutes. Mimeta is working from Arendal 
(NO). Mimeta is involved in the protection of cultural rights 
and culture sector development by the means of financial 
support, knowledge building and professional advice.

https://ngopulse.net/ – subscribe to Sangonet and
receive news about funding in South Africa. Prodder is
a free NGO and online directory that can be accessed
directly or through the Sangonet site (www.sangonet.
org.za). Sangonet is a free online source, which provides
information on South African NGOs, development agencies,
government information and directories. https://ngopulse.
net/about-us/

www.nac.org.za – The National Arts Council is a funding 
agency for arts and culture in South Africa. There are 
generally several calls in a year.

https://nposolutions.co.za/ – NPO Sustainability Solutions. 
Online courses and resources, in for example, Financial 
Management for NGOs and NPO Leadership.

https://osisa.org/ – The Open Society Initiative for 
Southern Africa (OSISA) is part of the global network 
of Open Society Foundations (OSF) and operates in 11 
Southern African countries: Angola, Botswana, DRC, 
Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, 
Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe. OSISA promotes 
open society values by working towards building vibrant 
and tolerant democracies across the region, through our 
various thematic and country programmes.

https://princeclausfund.org/about – The Prince Claus 
Fund was established on 6 September 1996 as a tribute to 
HRH Prince Claus’s dedication to culture and his belief in 
its role in the development of all societies. Their mission 
is to support, honour and connect artists and cultural 
practitioners in Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Caribbean 
and Eastern Europe, especially where cultural expression is 
under pressure.

www.resource-alliance.org – This is an international 
network working to build the fundraising and resource 
mobilisation capacity of the voluntary sector, and of non-
governmental and community-based organisations. 

www.saifundraising.org.za – The Southern African 
Institute of Fundraising is a professional body representing 
fundraising practitioners who promote and encourage high 
standards of ethics, practice and public service in Southern 
Africa. 

http://askinyathelo.org.za/
http://askinyathelo.org.za/resources-and-tools/building-blocks-of-advancement/building-relationships/
http://askinyathelo.org.za/resources-and-tools/building-blocks-of-advancement/financial-management/
http://askinyathelo.org.za/resources-and-tools/building-blocks-of-advancement/fundraising-tools/
http://askinyathelo.org.za/resources-and-tools/building-blocks-of-advancement/governance/
http://askinyathelo.org.za/resources-and-tools/building-blocks-of-advancement/human-capacity/
http://askinyathelo.org.za/resources-and-tools/building-blocks-of-advancement/leadership/
http://askinyathelo.org.za/resources-and-tools/building-blocks-of-advancement/monitoring-evaluation/
http://askinyathelo.org.za/resources-and-tools/building-blocks-of-advancement/strategy-planning/
http://askinyathelo.org.za/resources-and-tools/building-blocks-of-advancement/voice-and-visibility/
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https://ifacca.org/news/2022/08/28/i-am-hana-programme-community-education-and-arts-a/
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www.takingitglobal.org – This online community is a youth 
network that aims to get youth involved in their local and 
global communities. It is now the world’s most popular 
online community for young people interested in making a 
difference. 

www.tgci.com – The Grantsmanship Center. This site lists 
U.S. foundations and corporate-giving programmes that 
provide assistance to various African countries. 

https://www.thecampaignworkshop.com/digital-
advocacy-complete-guide – The Campaign Workshop is 
an award-winning advocacy advertising, membership and 
political consulting. They are specialists in strategy, digital 
advertising and direct mail, run training programmes and 
produce toolkits.

https://www.tides.org/about/ – The Tides Foundation 
offers a range of services that simplify and streamline 
international giving. It works to support donors in providing 
international grants to fund seekers. Tides is a philanthropic 
partner and nonprofit accelerator dedicated to building a 
world of shared prosperity and social justice.

https://www.trustafrica.org/en/grants/grants-database 
– Trust Africa has a grants database that can be filtered 
and searched. The foundation is headquartered in Senegal 
and focuses on strengthening democracy and advancing 
African philanthropy.

www.worldbank.org – This site is a collaboration between 
the small grants programme and the international youth 
foundation of the World Bank, which is meant to assist 
development organisations with mobilising resources 
for development. It also offers useful information on the 
funding sector internationally. 

https://www.tigweb.org/
https://www.tgci.com/
https://www.thecampaignworkshop.com/digital-advocacy-complete-guide
https://www.thecampaignworkshop.com/digital-advocacy-complete-guide
https://www.tides.org/about/
https://www.trustafrica.org/en/grants/grants-database
https://www.worldbank.org/en/home
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